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The most amazing building ever constructed is the Great Pyramid. Modern science can not determine how it was built or for what purpose.

The scientific community is hampered by the simple fact that sound science demands that a researcher can not allude to intelligent design.

In other words even if the evidence is blatantly obvious that there is a God and that God created all things, the scientists can not make reference to it because the rule of university research grants will cause the money to dry up.

In DNA research the latest microscope technology, making astounding technological advances daily, produce images of DNA activity that can only be contributed to a soul within the life form that can be seen to stop all function at the point of death as the soul leaves the body.

This ‘death’ is observable because the complex structures that move about the cell, has no visible mechanical instruction but is necessary for the cell to be maintained.

This completely audacious and ignorant guideline scientists employed in universities are hamper with, refuses to allow any suggestion that there is a soul or the remote possibly there is a God that generates all life.

My task is to lay out a few facts that will make you aware of things so wondrous that there is only one logical conclusion.

In the Great Pyramid there is a time line that is based on two dates in time. The first is lunation zero which was December 18th 1922. The second is lunation 1114 which is January 11th 2013.

The moon has been regarded as a chronograph since ancient times, when to plant or reap, but also a solar eclipse count can be determined with modern astronomy software.

The moon position determined when that was the appropriate date to set at lunation zero, 12:20 GMT time London or 20 minutes past midnight on the international date line through Fiji near the Gilbert and Marshall Islands North of New Zealand.

Each layer of the Great Pyramid aligns with a solar eclipse, the first occurred on March 17th 1923 and the last will be November 14th 2012. The layers of masonry starts the count down in two ways, the chambers sit between layer 24 and layer 60, both time numbers, we assign the first of these 36 masonry layers to lunation’s of the moon at 29.53052 days.
Each of the pyramid inches counting down in time gives us a total of 1114 lunation’s and ends on January 11th 2013.

Had the Catholic Church not altered time on October 4th 1582, the end date would have been January 1st 2013 and it was the church that set the date of the Year of Our Lord at 1:1:1 AD.

They added ten days to October 4th and the next day was the 15th and the sunlight duration for Rome on October 14th each year today is sunrise to sunset 666 minutes.

Michelle 32.75 days old gave birth to Rhiannon 20-12-1979

Over central Australia

March 17 1923
the first eclipse

286.1 P° Displacement

corner socket with line
chipped at 36524.24 P°
We have two time lines, the masonry layers, 202 in total start at lunation zero then 202 layers to the end November 14th 2012, Prince Charles 64th birth date. In my case where I was reborn onto the earth, January 11th 1944 the solar eclipse was the 50th masonry layer, the Kings Chamber floor, January 25th 1944 when the moon eclipsed the sun along the 25 degree north latitude, we have a precise moment in space time and can measure precisely the distance to 105 Rothschild Ave Rosebery Sydney NSW Australia, a distance of 8888.8 miles, the Jesus number. The distance from that address to the South Pole is the word Comforter.

While all this was and is taking place, the solar system is moving northward at 43,200 miles per hour (69,000 kilometers per hour) and will cross the Milky Way Galaxy equatorial line on the 21st of December 2012 and the sunlight duration for where I live in Nell Street Greensborough Victoria Australia will be 888 minutes. 888 is the Greek gematria for the name Jesus.
So we then measure around the earth at that latitude and we have 31680 km and in Greek gematria this number 3168 is Lord 800 Jesus 888 and Christ 1480 = 3168.

It’s all to do with the Father Abbah or Yahweh espoused to mankind the Queen Ammah who is the mother of all living.

The marriage is found in the base of the structure, which I will explained directly and these are words derived from the base measure 36524.24 P” = 100 solar years less the Displacement Factor 286.1 and is two words Espousal and espoused

In the 36 layers of her womb, the height is 1114 P” and 1 P” is one lunation.
We also have the 202 masonry layers and it starts when we measure the outer layer on a time scale, as each scale is reflecting the passage of time between December 18th 1922 and 2013.

36 layers of the womb and 1114 P” or 1114 lunation’s.

We are drawn into concluding Intelligent Design simply because it is blatantly obvious that the complexity is such that there can be no alternative
The New Testament was invented after picking the bones out of the original Aramaic gospel. I spoke Aramaic not Greek. The enemies of God were the Pharisee; they employed Paul the assassin to murder as many followers of the group called the Way. The word ‘WAY from the meaning that the way was narrow, follow the gospel as taught. The Hellenist Jews in Alexandria was where the New Testament started on the road to introduce the epistles of Paul and alter the original Aramaic Gospel translated to Greek. Once the transla-
tion was further refined to eliminate the original message, the original Aramaic Gospel spoken by myself when I spoke them as Jesus, that never made it into the New Testament was headed for domination of the followers of Jesus that primarily were not Jews but Gentiles, the traps was slammed shut.

The Hellenist Jews in Alexandria was where the New Testament started on the road to introduce the epistles of Paul and alter the original Aramaic Gospel translated to Greek. Once the translation was further refined to eliminate the original message, the original Aramaic Gospel spoken by myself when I spoke them as Jesus, that never made it into the New Testament was headed for domination of the followers of Jesus that primarily were not Jews but Gentiles, the traps was slammed shut.

I say a trap for this reason. Dealing with free will and the inherent greed and lust of the Jews to dominate the religion, they had hung the face of Jesus upon their God Lucifer.

They then used Rome to spread their religion content in the fact that they knew they had re routed the word of God into supporting their doctrine, spreading it all over the known world.
They had removed your Mother Ammah, they had hidden the fact that your soul is female, they removed the fact that Yahweh and I as Jesus were the same person and they removed the fact that I was to return via the genetic line of King David, which had been taken to Ireland by Jeremiah is 583 BC.

This new demonic religion was fully supported by Rome as the Pharisee had always been supported by Rome and after my sudden appearance they were ordered to take control. By 70 AD the followers of the Way were in total control of Jerusalem and Rome was reeling from the sudden defeat and their loss of income, roused by the Pharisee they besieged Jerusalem and destroyed it killing countless thousands.

Reincarnation was the strength of the followers of The Way, and for many they preferred death and leaping forward in time to be reborn in the end of days when I as Christ, Yahweh the judge, would commend the angels to reap the tares from the wheat.

What then was the trap? It was impossible for the free will of man to accept the teaching of truth, that man has a female soul, or that God was male and female, or that the Great Pyramid contained a time capsule that would only be made known when God himself came as He or I did before. The womb.

Therefore all that the Pharisees had censored out would remain dormant carried along within the souls of mankind as each death the soul is returned to the spiritual realm and there reawakened to what the truth was and then many returned to the earth on missions that the angels would maneuver them to achieve and slowly the secret doctrine associated with Jesus as told in the Aramaic, would filter through and today Jesus will be found written into the Great Pyramid, the altar of sacrifice of Yahweh God.

I gave you all a very personal message, retold each time you died and returned to the spiritual realm, how to partake of the coming kingdom. Do the right thing, believe in Jesus and end the reincarnation cycle until reborn in the end time and inherit immortality as together you all form a government church the bride of Christ.

So it’s not a sexual thing is it, it’s a way of comprehend that the Father is also the Son and also the Trinity in one as the Christ in the end time.

The prophets were ‘connected’ very advanced spiritually, each had chosen to do what was need in the heavenly realm, be reborn to the earth and carry out their task. Isaiah, Ezekiel, Daniel and so on to stand up against tyrinay and announce the prophecies, reveal the truth, be murdered or ignored, then as predicted by Isaiah I as God in the flesh came to the earth to tell you all, you are also God in the flesh.
To prove to you I was God and so are you, I was crucified as predicted by Isaiah and Psalms of David resurrect and appear to 522 people. (522 Hebrew is Ammah) then ascend and wait it out as man in the hell they have created, seeks to refine their soul.

The Great Pyramid has the numbers of solar eclipses and lunation’s, the location, in the midst of hell, the wilderness where their god is Own the god of the underworld, in the ‘wilderness.’

The power of Creation brought the genetic line of King David down through Ireland, Scotland then dispersed away from the throne in two family trees, Golightly male and Marshall the sons in law of the same King William I the Lion, king of Scotland.

‘A little child will lead them.’ ‘A child is born’

*Isa 11:6* The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the kid; and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together; and a little child shall lead them.

*Isa 9:6* For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and the government shall be upon his shoulder: and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace.

We see two clues here, (synchronicity) the 116 is the antechamber width that is a genetic key that the Lord God the Father must overcome, to enter the Kings Chamber. 116.26 P” wide.

The 96 is April 6th 33 ADS day of resurrection and date of his conception, i.e. my conception in 1943. That verse, every seven letter added is 888.
There can be no other way of speaking about himself in the same way today I must talk of myself as Father Yahweh and Son Jesus, when all are myself the Christ today. I was rejected by the Old Testament temple priests, Pharisee’s and Sadducee when they condemned me for the crime of forgiving sins, blasphemy, ‘only God can forgive sins’ therefore I Yahweh as Yehowshuwa

\[
y\text{howshuwa}^
\]

English Jesus of Hebrew Joshua, was rejected, but today time is fast running it is not an election its judgment.

Today the rejection is world wide, rejected by mankind seduced by the religions, and they collectively have a female soul being the offspring of the Mother in Heaven, Ammah she the mother of all living.

Note:
From time to time I will place a diagram in the book, it may be out of context, but handy once familiar with the work as picture make points clearer.

The next picture is an example of days becomes a height in P” then kilometers from the South Pole to my home in Nell Street Greensborough and then the concordance numbers.

A time line exists in space where the solar system will cross the center line or the equatorial line of the Milky Way Galaxy, a phenomenal moment in time that defies comprehension and yet was built into the Great Pyramid 5000 years ago? Why? It was done as an unmoving monument that identifies I absolutely, negating modern man consumed by the countless religions that dominate the world.

How? Its height with capstone in place. Base 36524.24 P” divided by Pi divided by 2 = 5813 P” change to kilometers and measure from the South Pole = the house I am in along a latitude that has a perimeter around the earth of 31680 kilometers = Greek gematria for Lord 800, Jesus 888, Christ.

The base 36524.24 laid out on corner sockets is 100 years. Then the builders reduced it by 286.1 P” and this gives us Hebrew numbers of the Old Testament dictionary, which has 8674 words.

\[
8674 = \text{years} \times 365.2424 = 3168112 \text{ days} = \text{Lord Jesus Christ 3168 and 112 in Hebrew is Lord.}
\]

\[
36524.24 \text{ less } 286.1 = 36238.14 = \text{Hebrew 3623 Espoused (wife to be) and 2861 Espoused (husband) rejected by the wife mankind. The stone the builders rejected prophecy.}
\]

The 100 years aligns with the lunation zero. December 18th 1922.
It identifies who the husband is. The word Queen is numbered 7694. 1) consort, queen, (queen-)consort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neh 2:6</th>
<th>And the king 04428 said 0559 unto me, (the queen 07694 also sitting 03427 by him 0681,) For how long shall thy journey be? and when wilt thou return 07725 ? So it pleased 03190 06440 the king 04428 to send 07971 me; and I set 05414 him a time 02165 .</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psa 45:9</td>
<td>Kings 04428' daughters 01323 [were] among thy honourable women 03368: upon thy right hand 03225 did stand 05324 the queen 07694 in gold 03800 of Ophir 0211 .</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have the lunation zero add days 7694 the queen number and it is my birth date, the birth of the King.
I as Yahweh, come to take vengeance on those who rejected me as Jesus, (known then as the Son of God) human thought requires a differentiation to identify the same person in various points in time, but the fact remains Yahweh, Jesus and Christ is the one deity.

The Antechamber is of the 36524.24 number. Divide by Pi = 11626. This is a door that is opened only by the genetics of David. The prophecy is the Key of David Isaiah 22:22.

Rev 3:7 And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write; These things saith he that is holy, he that is true, he that hath the key of David, he that openeth, and no man shutteth; and shutteth, and no man openeth;

Here is the 1 remaining inexact match:

Isa 22:22 And the key of the house of David will I lay upon his shoulder; so he shall open, and none shall shut; and he shall shut, and none shall open.

He shall open and no man shut.

David house is Family of David and the word David is DAVID or 4x1x22x9x4 = 3168
The door is genetic. 11162.6 weeks 11.626 years 1162.6 days.

All prophecies must be fulfilled by the Lord Yahweh, after all it was I who dreamed up the rules in the first place and allowed free will to do what man does best, evil, so it is a chess game, do what you like with your servants Lucifer and no matter what you do, I as a lone solitary man, reborn into the earth will outsmart you, even though I would be reborn into a far land, of parents dim of minds, filled with self-righteousness, not remotely religious or aware they are of the royal line of David.
This is biblically the fall of Adam, the demonic spirit are angels, which like parasites incarnate into willing minds, who had died, the demons cast out at the death of the person, but re infest once the child is reborn into the same genetic or near family tree. My family tree is brimming with fools and back stabbing liars, needless to say the Hoseah prophecy was written into the work for a very specific reason, to place before me a prophecy that I as a young man would overcome regardless of personal suffering. I had to marry a small town slut, but not simply an over sexed woman, a liar, driven by an evil soul incapable of compassion, cruel to the extent she would sacrifice the morality of her daughter to the clutches of a convicted rapist, just to hurt me.


English gematria 1830 Greek concordance. This is an absolute because this verse is the key.

Here I am as a man, I must marry a harlot, the children of this harlot I cause to be reborn in space time that is a series of absolute miracles so profound no intelligent mind can doubt as being an absolute series of miracles.

She as a woman is to this day, a sly abomination of a woman, who told me point blank that she would turn all of my relatives against me; my daughters would hate me, for they all were consumed by her deceit. Why she is the leading head of all demonic spirits, Lucifer in the flesh.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Part of Speech</th>
<th>Root Word (Etymology)</th>
<th>TDNT Reference</th>
<th>Vines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>exerauna</td>
<td>eks-e-rau-nä’ (Key)</td>
<td>verb</td>
<td>from G1537 and G2045</td>
<td>2:655,255</td>
<td>View Entry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outline of Biblical Usage
1) to search out, search anxiously and diligently
The latitude of the home where she lives today, where she was conceived and born is S33°23.374 and 3323 is the Messiah.

**Greek for G3323**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Messias</td>
<td>mes-s '-äs (Key)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Part of Speech**

masculine noun

**Root Word (Etymology)**

of Hebrew origin H4899, see G5547 Christos

**TDNT Reference**

TDNT 9:493, 1322

**Outline of Biblical Usage**

Messias = "anointed" 1) the Greek form of Messiah 2) a name of Christ

John 4:25

The woman 1135 saith 3004 unto him 846, I know 1492 that 3754 Messias 3323 cometh 2064, which 3588 is called 3004 Christ 5547: when 3752 he 1565 is come 2064, he will tell 312 us 2254 all things 3956.

So like you all, I had to overcome Lucifer which has free will to stop me destroying it and its angels for deceiving the whole world and is why today I as a man Yahweh, simply carries on regardless of what anyone thinks. I am God the Father Abbah.

From where I was conceived 105 Rothschild Avenue Rosebery to her home then on to Nell Street where I am with Michelle today, is 777.7 kilometers and that number as days is 2.127 years and that number is the age difference between Michelle’s youngest daughter, who came against me like a whirlwind of hate when I moved in with Michelle, but is 11.626 years younger then my eldest daughter by the Harlot Lucifer, she born in Port Alberni, my doing, when I was 8880 days old (Greek gematria for the God with us prophecy Matthew 1:23) the sunrise to sunset 888 minutes and Michelle’s daughter Rhiannon born in Geelong on the date of the last day December 20th 1979 and the sunlight duration was 888 minutes.

So Rhiannon hated me, Tracy hated me because of her mothers lies, Nicole
regardless is my youngest and is 777.7 days older then Rhiannon


Rhiannon’s daughter Trinity-Lee will be 8.888 years old when I am 69 on January 11th 2012 which is the end of the Pyramid lunation prophecy. 1114 x 29.53052 days (lunation) added to lunation zero December 18th 1922.

My grand parents Alf Marshall and Alice Maloney were married on December 18th 1897. As I am Yahweh, when I say repent now, do it. The angels are the reapers, set on automatic pilot, come the terrible day of the Lord, your time is up.

A solar and lunar eclipse.

Joe 2:31 The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great and the terrible day of the LORD come.

Mat 13:25 But while men slept, his enemy came and sowed tares among the wheat, and went his way.
Mat 13:26 But when the blade was sprung up, and brought forth fruit, then appeared the tares also.
Mat 13:27 So the servants of the householder came and said unto him, Sir, didst not thou sow good seed in thy field? from whence then hath it tares?
Mat 13:29 But he said, Nay; lest while ye gather up the tares, ye root up also the wheat with them.

Mat 13:30 Let both grow together until the harvest: and in the time of harvest I will say to the reapers, Gather ye together first the tares, and bind them in bundles to burn them: but gather the wheat into my barn.

Mat 13:36 Then Jesus sent the multitude away, and went into the house: and his disciples came unto him, saying, Declare unto us the parable of the tares of the field.

Mat 13:38 The field is the world; the good seed are the children of the kingdom; but the tares are the children of the wicked [one];

Mat 13:40 As therefore the tares are gathered and burned in the fire; so shall it be in the end of this world.
Sitting of the coast of Africa is Las Palmas, an extinct volcano that year by year has been filling its glass like crucible with enormous volumes of water, and each year it is slipping into the Atlantic. When not if it finally collapse into sea, a wall of water 2000 feet high will take out London, Paris, the entire east coast of North America, northern Brazil, west coast of Africa.
The only thing that can stop it is you, think of it as a selective target rather than a world wide flood of Noah. The warning was the same, now it is more precisely aimed at the axis of evil. Unless the world starts to change and repent, that is dismantling every religious abomination to the Vatican, so be it. Australia is safe, so is India, China, much of South America, all of Russia.

Has anyone considered the missing moons of Mars, are they drifting towards the earth and if so would the USA try and blow them up, leaving a small chunk to slam into the Atlantic and dislodge the already shaky Las Palmas. They are dumb enough to do it; they want to reduce the world population by billions to make their slaves more manageable.

The closer the solar system gets to the Milky Way Galaxy equator, the greater the evil in high places has stepped up its reign of terror pitting the masses against each other via their ‘holy books’ which are used to created a religious zealot prepared to die for a myth.

The end time is December 21st 2012. Once the human population had reached a point in time space, the first to have reached perfection and immortality, the 144,000, they will spread the end time gospel i.e. the truth of an observable reality and confirm who Yahweh is as a man today, God in the flesh.

Once this truth begins to set the intellectual mind in line with the spiritual truth then the inhabitants of the earth will no longer tolerate any religion, government or hate driven economies based on fear and greed, and eliminate the corporate banking system and seek to participate in Paradise promised by Yahweh via Jesus 1979 years earlier.

The 144,000 a literal number will show the masses how to attain immortality here upon the earth. The world needs to understand that the Father Yahweh would come to the earth twice, the first time as Jesus and the second time as Christ. Yahweh the male and in Aramaic Abbah and he would marry the human collective soul, his espoused Ammah.

The Old Testament prophets knew precisely what the Altar to the Lord in the Midst of Egypt was for, a silent witness in stone that would be revealed in the End of Days. Isaiah wrote in Isaiah 19:19 and 19:20 the precise meaning of the structure, where it is located and confirmed its very height in the value of the two verses. The Hebrew letters used have a numeric value, Gematria, and when a verse was written it could be calculated to reveal its value. In this case the pyramid is the same number in height calculated in Pyramid inches as is the value in Hebrew of the two verses Isaiah used to describe it. When we look at the structure we find several points that can only have been revealed by angels or the Lord God Himself speaking to Isaiah.

A pyramid inch is the polar diameter of the earth divided by 500 million.
500,000,000 therefore the height in pyramid inches is the same as the value in Hebrew gematria as the two verses.

In that day shall there be an altar to the LORD in the midst of the land of Egypt, and a pillar at the border thereof to the LORD.

And it shall be for a sign and for a witness unto the LORD of hosts in the land of Egypt: for they shall cry unto the LORD because of the oppressors, and he shall send them a saviour, and a great one, and he shall deliver them.

We measure the height and it is 5448 P” or 454.5 feet.

But the structure is not finished, something is missing? The capstone was never placed. From the base we can know precisely the height with the missing ‘rejected’ capstone in place because the face angle is based on Pi, 3.1415 or 51 degrees 51 minutes 14.3 seconds.

The formula mathematician use to calculate the circumference of a circle. A circle width x 3.14159 = the circumference. The pyramid base divided by 2 divided by Pi is its height.

Once the location was set 2.127 km from the 30 degree latitude this number combined with the age of Michelle when she became a mother to Rhiannon 32.75 links Michelle, Tracy, Nicole, Eileen (Lucifer) and myself via the 1162.6 weeks I was when I married Lucifer, the 1162.6 days between Michelle and I, the 11.626 years between Tracy and Rhiannon, the 888 minutes between Tracy and Rhiannon, the 8880 between Matthew 1:23 and Tracy and I, the 888 minutes between sunrise and sunset for my birth date and location, the 8888.8 miles from my birth location to the solar eclipse on January 25th.
1944 along the 25 degree latitude under the pyramid, the comet Cook recorded on August 30th 1769 88888 days before my 69th birth date and the end of the 1114 lunation count, all linked within the numbers of the Antechamber, the Kings Chamber, 1 Chronicles 5:13 and on and on its goes.

Now the Equidistant Letter Sequence bible codes for the King James 1611 bible. The words MARSHALL and JESUS find one code set at a skip of -5000 to 50,000 a block of 360 letters being the earth in degrees.

The message is that the pyramid is an altar to the lord i.e. Jesus who was rejected by the Pharisee and every religion since, which will return and be rejected once again and then in anger as a man, unable to find anyone worth saving, turn on the nations of Israel, the Western nations, and destroys them.

In the structure is a time scale based on the solar year, the solar eclipse of the Sun, the lunations of the Moon and the pyramid inch read like an instruction manual. The Moon lunation is 29.53052 days long, which is the same average duration of time that the surface of the Sun rotates around the sun surface.

The position of the Moon was aligned with Greenwich on December 18th 1922 at 12:20 PM and at that moment astronomers breathed a sigh of relief,
for at that moment they could start a precise position and a lunar count setting the Moon lunation at ZERO. Prior to that the moon was counted in a negative number, January 13th year 1 today would be written as negative number Lunation -23771. So why bother? The reason is that the Sun and the Solar System is ‘falling’ northward at 43,200 miles per hour, behind the sun the planets are drawn along behind it by the gravitational field of the Sun.

We will cross into the northern hemisphere of the Milky Way Galaxy on December 22nd 2012, or the last day is the Friday, December 21st 2012. This is the pyramid prophecy of lunation 1113 therefore the last lunation ends on November 14th 2012. If we take it as accurate that the reason for the date set at December 18th 1922 was due to the Moon position then we can also ponder if it was a coincidence that the date aligns with the year of the Lord 1:1:1 AD., which was Lunation -23772 on December 14th year 0.

We have then 23772 plus 1114 (January 13th 2013) = 24886 and as this aligns with the polar circumference of the earth in miles, then we have 24,886 divided by Pi 7921.5 (rounded) miles which is 500,000,000 Pyramid inches. We have then time and prophecy was built into the pyramid long before the Egyptian learned from their invaders how to count higher than their fingers and toes.

The problem is truth, if it were made known who built it, the masses would become spiritual. The reality is the Egyptians were defeated by the Shepherd Kings they the descendants of Noah, therefore the ‘God’ story suddenly takes precedence as being real. If that is so, then what Isaiah and all the Old Testament prophets were predicting suddenly takes on a new and demons ratable meaning.

What is undeniable the earth is 500,000,000 Pyramid inches through the poles and the Kings Chamber is the 50th layer of masonry and the radii of the Milky Way Galaxy is 50,000 light years. We then can assume a greater knowledge was driving the system than what modern religions, consumed by the proverbial Beast allows the masses to consume, i.e. keep the dumped down in the dark and have the secrets hidden and only available to the occult that drives churches. becomes painfully obvious to the modern thinker that something is amiss, therefore lets play the ‘what if game.’ Pointless to argue with facts, and so this is what this book is all about, lay out the facts and let the shit settle where it may.

The number 5 is therefore the basis of man, five fingers 4 limbs one head = 5 or each limb two sections and 14 parts make up the fingers = 14 + 14 + 14 + 14 + 8 = 64 or 8 x 8 or 32 teeth x 2 = 64 or 206 bones all are found in the structure.
The Queens Chamber is 206 inches wide and 206 + 20.6 long 226.6 and so on. The earth latitude 25 degrees above the equator and 25 south are 50 degrees apart or 5555.555 kilometers.

![Diagram](image)

The point is, a creation of a happenstance of weird coincidences that has only occurred once in the Universes as sure as cows shit in round piles there is not one peep out there when logic suggests that is man slid out of the rectum of some primordial sea slug 4.5 billion years ago, then certainly the same would have occurred billions of years ago in space and the first thing to arrive would be radio signals.

Mute as space is, no point in yelling is there anyone out there, as logic suggests that there is not and so we must look at the structure of the earth to see if there is any synchronicity and apologies to Jesus.
So what have we? The structure has a base laid out on 4 corner stones set into the bedrock with very fine chiseled lines that form a square 36524.24 P” which is a solar year x 100. 365.2424 days per year.

We have the crossing of the Milky Way Galaxy on December 21st 2012, a phenomenal once only point in time, which is biblically, for want of a better analogy, the Fullness of Time.
If it were not intentional, one can only say it is a very, very strange coincidence as the Mayan and Olmec 1000 years before them, got it right pausing to do the astronomy while taking a break while the blood dried on the sacrificial altar in between cutting the hearts out of captured enemies.

In fact the Mayan calendar has the time nailed down for the moon orbit to within 33 seconds in 500,000,000 years. When I asked the locals in the Yucatan in 1991 where the Calendar came from the natives told me the Angels descended from the east, men 7 feet tall, blue eyes, 300 pound weight, blond and red hair white skin, full beard. What is obviously overlooked is the fact that the Mayan even today are 80 pounds, 5 feet, dark skin, black eyes and hair, they could not have imagined in their wildest dreams that men as described could have dropped in from the clouds unless it occurred before their eyes.

On Easter Island where there are 888 statues buried 30 to 40 feet in the hills, were also the same local tale, giant men arriving from the east out of the sky and built the statues.
The facts are we live in a very strange world, take human bones, all 206 of them, dry them out, grind to powder, pour in a pile and it will form the same angel as the pyramid, the Pi Angle 51 degrees 51 minutes 14.3 seconds. Coincidence? Can not be, these facts are endless. So what is the purpose of numbing down the masses to a point where our children are fed drugs, satanic music, no education, most cannot spell, have no hope, nothing to do, no work. In Australia for example which has all a nation could possibly ever use, the worlds largest deposit of coal, iron ore, aluminum, 600,000 square miles of artesian water a few hundred feet below the surface, how rich is each owner of the nation monetarily?

Most are in debt and paying of mortgages that can at any moment be hiked up by the reserve bank; all banks get the money paid in extra interest? We see that 55% of real estate sales are bank foreclosures. Australia is suffering as of 2008, the worst drought in history, which those in the know, eye witnesses, say is caused by Pine Gap is controlling the weather via Tesla technology. And silly me, I thought there was a Geneva Convention banning weather as a weapon of mass destruction.

Iraq and Afghanistan does not count, it’s a good cause, to soften up the masses for oil driven war to tap the vast oil deposit under the Caspian Sea controlled by Iran.

Oh well as an after thought, we may as well build a 42 inch pipe line while we are there liberating the Afghanistan from the Russians then the Taliban, they need the work, after all there is only so many jobs tilling the Poppy fields growing heroin, so a pipe line gives the lads a job for a few years, hey it
will keep them warm during the winter once that lovely hot crude is pumped out of the Caspian Sea to a port away from the Middle East. The young lads can build shanties along the pipe line and read the Koran with the rousing highlighted verses rousing the youth up to fight a holy war for Allah. They may not notice their version was supplied by the CIA. Copyright CIA is in all likelihood not stamped on the back page.

In Australia same story different weapon. Tasmania exports 5,000,000 US worth of raw material per head of population per year, and yet the population is generally unemployed. How about 1% of the gross as duty per head? That would give each resident 50,000 per year income. The reality is all nations are dominated by some secret government, we can loosely call them the satanic occult, certainly Jesus would not approve. So in Australia we have farmers in former plush nutrient rich farmlands being loaned monies to get them bye until the drought breaks, but alas they cannot hold on and finally give over the mortgage plagued family farm to the bankers, who one might suspect is privy to the occult controlling the weather.

But why? No food produced no low cost food for poor nations, means no people surviving in Africa and the like, and then comes anarchy, wars, and people killing each other for rice. As of August 2008 the price of rice went up by 300% and its all due to Co2 emissions.

Its all bullshit as Co2 causes plants to thrive, so what is it all about? Control the oil, blame the invented heating up of the planet on carbon fuel and the populations are reduced to servitude via mortgages foreclosures and the illiterate killed off with AIDS, food shortages, drought, wars and include the war on terror and the spiral into anarchy will be maintained as long as it pleases the elite.

So let’s look at why the occult is so paranoid about truth that some wise man, who incidentally told the oppressed that they were also God in the flesh, once, said? The truth will set you free.

This is why we have the pyramid. It was set in stone so precisely that modern machines could not duplicate it. In fact there is no other place on earth it could have been built to reveal the wonders it does. For example, the descending passage line points out into space and crosses the axis line of the earth 51,511.43 miles in space, which is the same number as Pi, the face angle of the structure, 51 degrees 51 minutes 14.3 seconds. Shifting it 100 feet moves the intersect point.

Its message is obvious. It was built before mans fall into complete and utter domination by evil, Its location the geographic centre of the earth, in other words push all continents back into one land mass and it is precisely in the centre of it.
The capstone is missing, i.e. Jesus rejected then and now. The height the same number as Isaiah 19:19 and 19:20 in Hebrew gematria which is 454.5 feet up to the rejected or missing capstone. This is the average land mass height, meaning: - if all the mountains were leveled off filling in the valleys the result would be the height of the Pyramid 454.5 feet.

So the position points to Isaiah and Isaiah points to Jesus and William Shakespear? What, but how?

First you are all God (female soul of your mother Ammah 36 gematria) the offspring of the Father Yahweh via the Mother of all living, or Abbah (14) the Father and Ammah (36) the Mother. Hence ‘let us make man and woman in our image.’

And they did, the Father the male deity Abbah and the Mother of all living Ammah. However religions make certain you are unaware of this and that Jesus, the Father, the man who came to earth to reawaken you like Lazarus dead in your sepulcher of flesh, draped in filthy rags.

The soul of all mankind is the female offspring of the Mother, you ‘she’ is to collectively marry the Father who as Jesus who came, gave the message, said don’t worry about death; nail me to a cross I don’t care. I will be back via the womb of the descendants of King David in the end time as the anointed of God, Christ. This is why Mary Magdalene anointed Jesus. Anointing means Christ.
Naturally he was rejected by the powers that be, but not by the people. Today upon his return via the same method as he came the first time, the Holy Womb of his mother, she descended from King David, born into a Devil dominated world mentality, even she had no idea she was the true queen, so this small boy had no support this time. At least when he was born in Bethlehem he was welcomed by the prophets, so his job is a lot harder this time with not one soul welcoming him.

All Christian and Muslim religions believe in some form of Jesus but unfortunately what they die for is not Jesus but rather the face of Jesus hung on the body of Lucifer, as the religions are controlled by an occult who have the knowledge and do not and will not allow you to hear it. Hear what, the truth that some wise man once prattled on about?

I mentioned Shakespeare? Yes, he was the right hand man of King James I, king of England who authorized the King James 1611 bible. This was a man
who could not prevent the Freemason parliament beheading his mother Mary Queen of Scots. Elizabeth I. signed her death warrant; the poor woman had been in house arrest in England after she had fled the death squad in Scotland and France. She was also queen of France and abdicated in favour of her 2 year old son James. So James was manipulated by Shakespeare who was Edward de Vear the Earl of Oxley, who influenced Elizabeth to nominate James as king.

Once on the throne he and de Vear altered the hand written manuscript handed the King by Francis Bacon the head of the bible translation team of 47 Freemason Greek and Hebrew scholars. He did not authorize it straight away, he wanted to read it and so 18 months they had to wait chewing their fingernail in anticipation while the King and de Vear altered it to offset the Freemason codes buried below the surface.

From that turn of events we have the thou’s and thee’s but in particular one devastating code. Wherefore art thou? A recognizable quote from Romeo and Juliet, the same words found in Isaiah 63, pointing to the return of Jesus as the king, the Christ, he unable to find anyone worth saving. In Romeo and Juliet Shakespeare (de Vear) mentions the Lord Jesus but in an unusual way, so much so even experts on the play miss the point as he refers to Jesus as Jesu-Maria.

*Wherefore [art thou] red in thine apparel, and thy garments like him that treadeth in the winefat?*

He added the (art thou) drawing attention to Romeo and Juliet and in it Jesus-Maria. But why? The Aramaic Gospel that never made it into the bible, all you got was the altered gospel of what Jesus actually said. Jesus was Abbah and Mary Magdalene Ammah Jesu-Maria, and what was said by Jesus in the Aramaic language he spoke, was so devastating that no Pharisee priesthood who later wrote the gospels in Greek, could escape the divinity of Jesus and had to alter what he said and therefore control him by hanging the mask of Jesus upon their god Lucifer. Why the panic? They don’t want you to know you are God in the flesh, and they don’t want you to know Israel is Western Europe. If we universally knew it, the masses would not tolerate the bullshit that is fed you by the media.

Of note is one verse. Matthew 21:42

*Jesus saith unto them, Did ye never read in the scriptures, The stone which the builders rejected, the same is become the head of the corner: this is the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes?*

They altered one word CORNER.
Jesus saith unto them, Did ye never read in the scriptures, The stone which the builders rejected, the same is become the head of the PYRAMID: this is the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes?

In Palestine if you were standing on the highest hill, or in Bethlehem where Jesus was born, height 2424 feet above sea level, the pyramid was visible during the full moon as it reflected light off the highly polished mirror like finish. These were pure white alabaster an expensive pure limestone that numbered 144,000 and averaged 7 tons per stone. They were cemented together with a mortar that even today is stronger than the stone itself.
The burn rate is 444 Degrees Celsius and seven ton represents seven reincarnations. Jesu-Maria said you’re returned into hell, and are tried like silver seven times in a furnace. 444 is in Rev 13:18 the 666 beast verse, a code.

The base tells us time 36524.24 days or 100 years and the shrinking to the small perimeter by 286.1 Pyramid inches gives us the female soul represented by the 144,000 virgin espoused to Christ the Father in the flesh Jesus reincarnate the Espousal. So what are these codes that lay dormant before the world, so obvious that it defies reason why not one soul has stumbled upon it.

And they sung as it were a new song before the throne, and before the four beasts, and the elders: and no man could learn that song but the hundred [and] forty [and] four thousand, which were redeemed from the earth. These are they which were not defiled with women; for they are virgins. These are they which follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth. These were redeemed from among men, [being] the firstfruits unto God and to the Lamb.

And in their mouth was found no guile: for they are without fault before the throne of God.

And I saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people,

Saying with a loud voice, Fear God, and give glory to him; for the hour of his judgment is come: and worship him that made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and the fountains of waters.

And there followed another angel, saying, Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great city, because she made all nations drink of the wine of the wrath of her fornication.

Revelation 14:3 to 14:8. These verses are all to do with the virgin female souls of men and women who reject the Great Whore the churches and are represented by the 144,000 pure white tried in the furnace outer layers of the Altar to the Lord.

The capstone was brought to the site, it weighed 1722 tons, the last piece to be placed, but who would have believed it, a 1722 ton stone hoisted 455 feet into the air, so the structure was reduced in size as it can never happen, RIGHT?
WRONG. The number 444 is the word Man in Greek and is found in the concordance numbers. The following verse is the 666 verse where the Beast is attempting to be the Lord Jesus. The concordance numbers follow the words


The Man is half of 888 and 888 is the Greek gematria for the name Jesus. The numbers 666 here is in fact 6666, note the six is 5516 as is hundred 5516 as is threescore 5516 and the last six 5516. add the four we have 6666 = 24 and are the 24th layer of masonry of the pyramid upon which the 36 layers contain all chambers within it and 36 is Ammah or the womb of mankind within, i.e. the soul.

Or 5516 x 4 = 22064 and add as days to January 11th 1944 results in June 6th 2004 and on that date Venus the Morning Star cross the face of the Sun for 360 minutes. We have then Venus the female espoused to Christ and taken as his birth date January 11th 1944 to the Morning Star

On that date Michelle and I flew to Mandourah, an old mate of mine from years ago. He is 3 years older than I and thinks I am full of shit, I would go along with 10% of my body weight.

When we arrived, he informs us we could not stay with him as his wife thinks I am a lunatic. We stay at the following resort for a week, the resort bus and the record of the resort accommodation will prove to the skeptics we were there on the date of the Transition of Venus. So what is the point?

Rev 2:28 And I will give him the morning star.
Rev 22:16 I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root and the offspring of David, [and] the bright and morning star.

The root of and is the Morning Star therefore the wise have one option left to consider, and that is that what Jesus said was true, and indeed he will be rejected by all because all will have been devoured by the world Lucifer dominated bullshit religions and is why the Pyramid was locked down until the structure could be interpreted in the final 100 years before the crossing of the Milky Way Galaxy equator line on December 21st 2012.

This is why the ‘truth’ is scattered around the world in places no Pharisee or modern Antichrist mind could comprehend.
Isaiah is the very first place we must look, he identifies the Pyramid as being the sacrificial altar of the Lord, the Lord is Jesus and the Lord is Yahweh in the flesh, he is also Christ and Lord of Hosts, he is also King of kings and Lord of lords.

He is also the stone the builders ‘mankind’ rejected, and so we work our way from the base of the pyramid laid out on the 100 solar year 36524.24 P” number. Then we must ponder why the base was reduced from that laid out perfection to the present smaller base reduced from 36524.24 to 36238.14.

Glancing up at the passage entrance 55.5 feet up the north face, the passage is off the centre line 286.1 P” eastward. Inside the passage is intersected by the upward sloping ascending passage, it opens into the Grand Gallery 286.1 P” high, is 1882 P” + long, from it runs the passage along the 50th layer of masonry, past a 116.26 P” wide Antechamber, then 537 inches along is the far wall and is the Kings Chamber.
Turning to the right, a metaphor of good, is the coffer, empty, but does contain the numbers of the pyramid in a myriad of ways, but for this exercise, it is 286.1 P” off the passage line.

Ok so what is the shrinking base got to do with it? First the smaller 36238.14 and the ‘displacement of 2861 which is in Hebrew concordance numbers they keys.

The reason is this. The Hebrew Old Testament is made up of Hebrew, Chaldee and Aramaic, all similar and compiled into what is known as the Hebrew Concordance (dictionary) and as it is supposed to be the word of God it stands to reason that it is more likely than not altered just as the King James 1611 translation has been altered thousands of times.

So what is divine about it? What it says? Yes and no, after all it has been butchered like all scripture, so what remains holy that is if it was ever holy in the first place? As we do not know we can not take a guess can we?
A number on the other hand is holy, it is absolute $1 + 1 = 2$ and that is it, therefore why not simply count the number of words in the first Hebrew concordance of note, and that was the James Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the King James Freemason 1611 put together by 47 scholars, all Freemason card carrying Lucifer is god English men all versed in Greek and Hebrew and hand picked by the leading Freemason scholar of the day Francis Bacon.

It’s as if Jesus was looking down from Heaven tempting these fools to trans-late and alter and plagiarize and do what ever they like, a chess match of sorts tempting Satan to do its will, then when Jesus comes back as a baby, he will mature and sort it all out. Give it your best shot Lucifer.

So what have we, 8674 words in the Hebrew Strong’s concordance of the 1611 KJV original authorized by the Freemason Catholic King James I.

Incidentally Freemasonry is always headed up by the Monarch.

The King James Bible is a Freemason document and its god is Lucifer.

We have then 8674, let nominate this as 8.674 years and we find it is 3168 days. As all scholars were required to speak Greek they no doubt missed the fact that the Dictionary, that was published in 1892 281 years after the 1611 bible, would hold a trap that would ultimately destroy the Christian and Muslim world as well as all other dominant cults and religions. Lord 800 Jesus 888 Christ 1480 totaling 3168 in Greek gematria. The number 281 in the Greek section of the concordance is amen, meaning truth.
The base of the structure then can be read via these dictionary numbers and what the bible says is merely an arrangement of the holy words compiled, altered or used to influence the masses in ant perverted evil way the churches dictate.

So we have the answer. 2861 in Hebrew is the word espousal ‘male’ the husband to be and 3623 is espousal female the bride to be, and is in this case a marriage of the human population of Israel, the Western World, the Jews are not Israel. Who is espoused to Christ upon his return? A marriage of the female soul of all mankind led by the 144,000 being the first of the sheep, which recognize their master, the Good Shepherd.

Now let’s not forget that the male sheep are few in number as the female is kept by the shepherd to breed offspring while the male is eaten. The male is an analogy of the pure unblemished male sheep sacrificed on the altar; the analogy is the sacrifice Lamb of God the Son of God or God himself as a man, sacrificed on the cross.
It’s all macabre but that was what the Old Testament focused upon. These people were bound by tradition and so the Old Testament spoke in terms the population understood. A lunation of the Moon is every 29.53052 days while a solar eclipse occurs two or more times per year.

When we count the number of solar eclipses that have and will occur between December 18th 1922 and the last November 14th 2012 we have a total of 202 and this is the same number of masonry layers that make up the Great Pyramid up to the missing or rejected capstone representing Jesus second coming, the Christ.

We know that each masonry layer aligns with a solar eclipse, therefore we must look at the 50th layer, which is the passage through the Antechamber and into the Kings Chamber and we have a date, which was the solar eclipse of 1944 on January 25th.

We know that historically a king is always reborn on a full moon; Jesus for example was born on June 17th 2 BC a full moon. January 11th 1944 was a full moon. We know Jesus was also Yahweh and by another name in Aramaic Abbah and Abbah has an English value of 14. a = 1, b = 2, b = 2, a = 1 and h = 8 = 14 which we add as days to January 11th 1944.

This arrives at January 25th 1944 and a solar eclipse occurred along the 25 degree north latitude just below the Pyramid and gives us a precise point in space time we can measure with Magellan Global Positioning Satellite software.

We know that Jesus in Greek gematria is 888 therefore we also know that New Zealand is situated between 2 latitudes 888.88 miles apart. We then draw an arc 8888.8 miles from the solar eclipse point in Egypt and it arrives at 5 Rothschild Avenue Rosebery Sydney Australia.
Lieutenant Cook was not a captain, when sailing back from Antarctica sighted the Messier Comet, which had been discovered by the French Astronomer Messier on August 8th 1769, and as comets fall under the sun as the sun is moving northwards at 43,200 miles per hour, the ships log on board the Endeavour, Cook noted the comet on the 30th 1769, and sailed on to land in New Zealand on October 8th 1769.
He had no idea that Messier date 8-8-1769 would signal the last day of the Solar System in the southern half of the Milky Way Galaxy when we add 88888 days to the Messier date and we have December 21st 2012. Cook however had recorded August 30 and we add 88888 days and we have January 11th 2013 the end of the 1114th lunation or the 1114th pyramid inch height within the ‘womb’ of the structure being the total height of the 36 masonry layers of the internal chambers of the pyramid.

these are situated between the 24th and 60th layer. Cook had measured Tahiti with the confiscated Harrison Longitude Clock, the most accurate time chronograph enabling the Admiralty complete and accurate longitude position of a ship at sea, a formerly unascertainable task.
The ship navigator could locate their position by knowing the precise time in Greenwich London.
Cook had with him a Mr. Green who was the head astronomer at Greenwich, he died on the voyage.

In any event he was able to measure New Zealand and discovered it to be 888.88 miles high and so accurate are his charts they are still in use today.

We see then those lucifers crews of bible altering manipulating government driven satanic endeavors pale into insignificance as its all to do with measuring the Earth.
The 36 number is also in the ceiling of the Grand Gallery as it has 36 roof tiles between the 1881 P” ceiling length. From the ceiling of the Subterranean Chamber to the floor of the Kings Chamber is also 1881.

It is therefore obvious that the offspring of the family tree of David, regardless of their personal participation, these offspring throughout history is completely under the divine hand of God to bring about a focal point that...
aligns with the world dimensions reflected in the original altar to the Lord prophesied by the ordained prophets of God and confirmed by God in the flesh Jesus.

Can we discern any code worthy of what the Almighty can do?

We have several facts that can not be denied. The height of New Zealand, 888.88 miles, the Jesus Greek gematria number, 888, the known base measure based on 365.2424 the solar year and at 36524.24 is 100 years or 25 years per side

We have the 50th masonry layer; we now know the diameter of the Milky Way Galaxy 50,000 light year radius. We know that the base number mathematically of the pyramid is 5, as there is what is known as a “boss” protruding from a lintel or granite leaf over the passage in the Antechamber. The chamber is 116.26 P” wide and x Pi is 365.2424, obviously confirming the base. We know the height is 454.5 feet up to the missing capstone and we know that the base shrank by 286.1 results in what we can assume is the marriage of the Father, via himself Jesus and reincarnation as Christ who must be some form of genetic key as it is mentioned in Isaiah Luke and Revelation.

These are:
Isa 22:22 And the key of the house of David will I lay upon his shoulder; so he shall open, and none shall shut; and he shall shut, and none shall open.

Luk 11:52 Woe unto you, lawyers! for ye have taken away the key of knowledge: ye entered not in yourselves, and them that were entering in ye hindered.
Rev 3:7 And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write; These things saith he that is holy, he that is true, he that hath the key of David, he that openeth, and no man shutteth; and shutteth, and no man openeth;

Rev 9:1 And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from heaven unto the earth: and to him was given the key of the bottomless pit.

Rev 20:1 And I saw an angel come down from heaven, having the key of the bottomless pit and a great chain in his hand.

An angel is several things, but as a man it means he or she is immortal.

Hbr 2:9 But we see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels for the suffering of death, crowned with glory and honour; that he by the grace of God should taste death for every man.

Psa 8:5 For thou hast made him a little lower than the angels, and hast crowned him with glory and honour.

So it is an OT and NT reference to the immortality of Jesus as the Christ when he returns Therefore we must open our eyes to a far greater key than the world at large could imagine. DON’T UNDERESTIMATE WHAT I CAN DO. We do this by knowing that the Christ today will be rejected by all, not even his family would recognize him. We calculate the height of the pyramid, the sacrificial altar, the centre of the wilderness of Egypt, meaning where God is not. We can calculate the height of the structure with the Pi formula. This is the base 36524.24 divided by Pi divided by 2 = 5813.0133 Pyramid inches or 484.93126 feet.

If we reduce the base to the Displacement Factor and calculate the height. The height in P” is 5767 so we can assume God knew that and arranged the concordance accordingly.

Job 18:21 Surely such [are] the dwellings of the wicked, and this [is] the place [of him that] knoweth not God.

Job is the oldest book of the Bible written in ancient Aramaic originally. We subtract the number 5767 from the full height 5813 = 45.5342. We then measure from the South Pole 5813 kilometers and we have at this latitude a distance around the earth of 31,680 kilometers.

We know then that the Christ must be alive today, reborn in Sydney on January 11th 1944, at 2:22 AM. Full Moon.
This is where Christ I, live today in Australia. A simple search of the birth records and we have the family that lived at Rothschild Avenue Rosebery Sydney on that date. We know that there was a solar eclipse on January 25th 1944 and we can find the hospital maternity ward where he was reborn and was a Catholic Hospital St Margaret’s Crown Street Sydney and his mother was discharged after a kidney problem, due to the pregnancy, January 25th 1944. On the 25th my mother took her son, the Christ into the family home, completely unaware.

The distance from the solar eclipse to the family home 8888.8 miles.

But all solar eclipses point to him as being Christ. The word JESUS is found in 942 verses of the New Testament, we look along the 25 degree latitude south of the equator and we find that the last solar eclipse will occur on November 14th 2012.

The distance from that location to his birth home 942 miles. So we have a confirmation by drawing two arc’s one 8888.8 miles long and the other 942 miles long and where they intersect is 5 Rothschild Avenue Rosebery Sydney NSW Australia.

As mentioned the family moved from Rothschild Ave Rosebery to Old Botany Rd Mascot when he was 942 days old, August 10th 1946.

The name Jesus in the Strong’s concordance is numbered 2424. The 21st of December 2012 is the last day the solar system is in the Southern Hemisphere of the Milky Way Galaxy, i.e. where hell and its demons dominate.

The North has always been regarded as being where God resided.
Both solar eclipses occurred at 25 degrees latitude. 1-25-1944 was the moment my parents brought me home to Rothschild Ave Rosebery was 942 days old when they moved to 3 Old Botany Rd Mascot. The two latitudes are 3000 n miles apart.
The same phenomenon repeats itself for the 202 solar eclipses, the distances change FROM THE TOTALITY South or North 25th latitude to where I was reborn, the 1963 January 25th is 5547 miles and that is the Greek concordance number for Christ. Christ = "anointed" 1) Christ was the Messiah, the Son of God 2) anointed.

Regardless of the facts, the two dates January 25th 1944 and the last at the missing capstone level is the 50th solar and the 202nd. 8888.8 miles Jesus Greek gematria and 942 Jesus verse total KJV 1611.

All other bibles have been altered subtracting repetitive number counts. The word Christ is found in 522 verses 555 times, but there was a reason, the name Ammah is 522 in Hebrew concordance numbers, as is 521, and means mother, a cubit and mother measure, so the message is that Christ is found by measuring creation.

Christ = "anointed" 1) Christ was the Messiah, the Son of God 2) anointed

If we measure from the Pyramid itself from the first eclipse, March 17th 1923 being the first layer of masonry level after the base level, which is lunation zero December 18th 1922. it identifies Australia where Paradise begins. From here the world will tremble with envy as we bring all who believe in me to assist us in building PARADISE.
The number 1114 is the height of the 36 masonry layers of the 'womb' of mankind, the Ammah soul. And ammah = 36 in English gematria and the first solar eclipse identifies Australia as where Christ was reborn, is now and will begin building Paradise when the Australian general public get their proverbial finger out of their coit.

I mentioned the Messier comet discovered on August 8th 1769 8-8-1769 then recorded by Lieutenant Cook 30-8-1769, add 88888 to it and we have the last day of the solar system crossing the milky Way Galaxy and his 69th birth date. 69 incidentally are also the gematria for Jehovah.

So we have found the start of the genetic Key of David. We have the location of his rebirth and we measure from the South Pole to the height of the pyramid in kilometers = P inches, 5813 and a line results through Greensborough Nell Street that is 31680 kilometers around the earth and we have Lord 800 Jesus 888 and Christ 1480.

Now in the book of Isaiah there are two verses that have a code, which reveals the number 888. How he accomplished this was the Hebrew gematria for each letter. In these verses, Isaiah 9:6 and 11:1 we only look at every seventh letter and these total 888.
For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and the government shall be upon his shoulder: and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace.

And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots:

The code is not only revealing 888 in both verses, the 96 number is in days the 6th of April 33 AD RESURRECTION AND MY CONCEPTION IN 1943

Isaiah 11:1 = January 11th 1944

Jesus = 888
ISAIAH 9:6 and 1:11

Isaiah 9:6

ISAIAH 11:1

ISA 11:1    KJV

1 And there shall come forth
a rod out of the stem of Jesse,
and a Branch

shall grow out of his roots:

Hebrew 7th letters total 888

Isaiah 11:1

• ISA 11:1    KJV
• 1 And there shall come forth
a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch
• shall grow out of his roots:
• Hebrew 7th letters total 888
The Star of Bethlehem was June 17th 2 BC when Venus aligned with Jupiter (88,800 miles wide) in Leo, the constellation of Judah.

We have added 888 days to January 11th 1944 and locate the same date in 1946. His mother would have conceived on April 6th 1943 and the resurrection occurred on April 6th 33 AD Sydney time. Add 280 days to that date in 1943 and we have January 11th 1944.

Next we look at astronomy; the sunrise to sunset for Bethlehem on June 17th 2 BC was 855 minutes, with moonrise 33 minutes later for sunrise to moonrise 888 minutes.

January 11th 1944 sunrise to sunset for Sydney was 855 minutes with moonrise 33 minutes later for 888 minutes.
We then look at his family; his brother was born 8.88 years before January 11th 1944 on February 25th 1935. Following the genetic trail we have the Christ moving to Canada in 1966 after he had married on April 23rd 1966.

He was 22.28 years of age on that date, or in weeks 1162.6 weeks. And we have the number of perfection 1162.6 the width of the pyramid Antechamber 116.26 x pi (1162.6) = 3652.424

In Canada he became a father on May 4th 1978 a baby girl, the sunrise to sunset was also 888 minutes, and he was 8880 days old.

May 4th 2000 was when all the planets aligned from the Sun to Saturn. A big man 74 inches tall and 222 pounds (medical record Canada) if weighed on the sun, Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn the seven ‘stars’ of heaven, he would weigh 7353 pounds.

The area of the Shroud of Turin is 171 inches x 43 for a total of 7353 square inches.

The cloth is two pieces meticulously stitched together, the larger is 171 inches by 39.5 inches area 6754.5. the smaller is 171 x 3.5 or 88.8 mm. 3.5 x 88.8 is an area of 385693.92 square mm.

Greek concordance 3856
1) to set forth as a public example, make an example of
a) in a bad sense
1) to hold up to infamy
2) to expose to public disgrace
The Shroud of Turin demonstrates remarkable mathematical qualities. It is 171 inches by $43 = 7353$ square inches. Subtract the 6666 lord’s found in the Bible and we have the solar year of Mars 607 days, 607 Heb "treasure". The Shroud was my burial cloth. It is the most remarkable sign other than the Pyramid, a mirror image of my body. Scientists are completely baffled by its qualities. The image at left is due to intensity of impression when God raised me from the dead with a burst of Light, burning the cloth. The cloth is a type of hemp. The KJV Bible was first printed on Hemp. It also is a medical marvel.

SHROUD OF TURIN 3D PHOTO

Hebrews 6:6 If they shall fall away, to renew them again unto repentance; seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh, and put [him] to an open shame.

Gen 1:27 So God created man in his [own] image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he them.

The larger area is an image, which is what is burned into the shroud. The smaller area is a face cloth that was used to bind the jaw shut to stop the jaw falling open after rigor mortise diminished after a few hours.

The number 7353 in Hebrew is the word Rachel and means an ewe as being the leader of the flock, being predominantly female as being best suited to travel long distances, as well as the males were used for meat. What we can do is look at the miracles associated with the Cook voyage to Tahiti. At that time it was known as George 3rd Island, later handed over to the French.

The island was discovered by Captain Wallis who sailed the SS Dolphin armed with a longitude clock, invented by John Harrison.
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Harrison had developed 5 clocks until the Longitude Committee ordered their thugs to confiscate them. At that time there was a 20,000 pound prize to the man who invented the best machine and My grandmother was Mary Harrison Golightly. A longitude clock keeps precise time and if a ship at sea can know with certainty the GMT time in London, then they can calculate the precise location of the ship.

In Cooks log he reports that Wallis’s account longitude for Tahiti. The area is the same number in square miles as Gabriel the Archangel 1043 Greek concordance. The highest mountain is 7353 feet high. The same number as the area of the Shroud of Turnin.

The distance from the South Pole is 5000 miles and yet the question is how did they know where it was, a speck in the middle of the Pacific 5000 miles off the coast of Chili. = 50\textsuperscript{th} masonry layer the Kings Chamber floor.

Sailing around the southern point of South America, they discovered it was 10,084 miles. Multiply by Pi = 31680. Lord Jesus Christ.

The reality is these monsters were privy to the fact that the Earth is a creation and in a synchronistic way the earth reflects Jesus as being His numbers manifest as matter.

In fact my body is identical body wise to the Shroud image.
3613 nm = the same number
3613 miles
3137 = Gk Mary as in Magdalene
3613 = Gk house.
We can now research the Lands Title record, Melbourne for the title holder of the property located in Nell Street Greensborough.

The owner is my Michelle my wife, she inherited the property from her mother’s estate. She is 1162.6 days younger than the Christ. Her youngest daughter is 11.626 years younger than his eldest Tracy-Lee. The eldest as mentioned born in Port Alberni BC Canada he was 8880 days old and the sunlight was sunrise to sunset for Port Alberni 888 minutes.

11.626 years later her daughter Rhiannon Abbott was born in Geelong Victoria on December 20th 1979. The sunrise to sunset for Geelong on that date was 888 minutes. Rhiannon is 777.7 days younger than his youngest daughter Nicole born in Quesnel Canada. This is 2.127 years.

Rhiannon’s mother was 32.75 years old when she gave birth to Rhiannon. The number 3275 is found only once in the Old Testament, it is the name Jachan. The number 2127 is also only found once in the Old Testament, the name is Zia.

There are 630,000 words in the Old Testament yet of the multiple possibilities that they could be anywhere they are found in the same verse. 1Chronicles 5:13

In time, the first solar eclipse, March 17th 1923 to the last November 14th 2012 is a period of 32750 days.

1Ch 5:13 And their brethren of the house of their fathers [were], Michael, and Meshullam, and Sheba, and Jorai, and Jachan 03275, and Zia 02127, and Heber, seven.

Michael 04317, Meshullam 04918, Sheba 07652, Jorai 03140, Jachan 03275, Zia 02127, and Heber 05677

Add the seven names = 31101
Divide by 7 to average = 4443

There are 31101 verses in the KJV 1611 bible. There are 3877 verses with the name God, these contain the word God 4443 times.

This takes us to the King’s chamber dimensions. The numbers here are lunation’s, 29.53052 days, being absolute in time, the bible verse total is a historical fact, and chamber measurements precise to 1/10,000th of an inch.
2127 meters south off the 30 degree north latitude

Grand Gallery to centre line 433.9949P" (a)
Displacement Factor 286.1P" (b)
The King's Chamber is 412.132 P" long (c)
by 230.05379 P" high. (d)
by 206.066 P" wide (e)
The walls are made up of 5 red granite layers.
537.0278P" (f)
From the Great Step of the Grand Gallery into the passage along the Antechamber passage to the centre of the Kings Chamber is 433.9949 P”. Turn right at the centre of the Kings Chamber, proceed the 286.1 ‘displacement factor’ distance to the centre of the coffer, the total distance is 720.0949 P”.

There are 5 layers of Red Granite that make up the walls of the King’s Chamber x the 720.0949 = 3600.4745. This is 3600.4745 weeks which is 69 years. From January 11th 1944 plus 69 years = the 1114 lunation’s to the end January 11th 2013 the year of Christ’s vengeance.

ISAIAH 63:4 for the day of vengeance {is} in mine heart, and the year of my redeemed is come.

From the great step to the far wall of the King’s Chamber is 537.0278 P inches then add 286.1 and then add the height of the wall 230.05379 P inches = 1053.18159. Next multiply by a Moon lunation of 29.53052 days = 31101.
And we are back as there are 31101 verses in the 1611 KJV and 1Chronicals has 7 names that total 31101.

There are 942 verses in 1Chronicles and there are 942 verses in the New Testament KJV 1611 bible, and is why they keep changing it.

As said, the Lord of heaven, Jesus, the Christ Yahweh, God Almighty, the Omnipotent, Lord or Lords and King of king’s, Alpha and Omega, has allowed Lucifer and its fallen angels to do what ever it could,
including nailing God Himself to the Cross, yet He has caused men, evil and Good, to perform His will.

And so this is why the pyramid was built 5000 years ago. Its all to do with wrenching the souls of the lost back into reality, God Himself is here.

As a man, the Christ, he had to fulfil all prophecies; one of the most painful for a young man was to fulfil the Hoseah prophecy, to marry a harlot.

Lucifer had free reign to do what it could to make Christ submit to it and accept defeat. Christ did not fault; he married Eileen Joyce Rosewarne born and lives today at 20 Neubeck Street Lidsdale NSW Australia near Lithgow NSW Australia.

The distances tell the story 777.7 kilometres, and as days 777.7 is 2.127 years. The latitude of the home in Neubeck Street is the number 3323 and that number is Messias = "anointed"

1) the Greek form of Messiah
2) a name of Christ

**Jhn 1:41**  
He first findeth his own brother Simon and saith unto him, We have found the Messias, which is interpreted, the Christ.
The distance around the earth through my rebirth location is 33,230 kilometers. In Canada where my daughters were born, I built two homes where they were conceived.

The first was on Roger Street Port Alberni in a trailer park, I had built a 55.5 foot x 10 feet wide trailer home. In Quesnel BC Canada at 525 Willow Street he built a home. The distance between the first and the second home is 444.3 kilometers.
These facts are undeniable, therefore why, what is it all about? The pyramid has the answers, but first let me explain prophecy. Yahweh had to preserve the perfection of my male soul, to bring it back to the earth in the end time for a marriage, the recombining with the Mother of all, which she is poured out into the human race to must be refined to rid the flesh of her children from evil tendency, the price of free will. You as God in the flesh have free will. You can follow like lemmings the pack mentality or individually decide to rebel and remain as Jesus taught.

The first coming of God as the male entity to the earth was I as Jesus. To make it understandable, I as Yahwey became the Son, 33 years as Jesus ot Yah shoo wa. Unlike today I was welcomed by the high priests of the Nazarit religion, they a higher order of Essene. June 17th 2 BC, born in Bethlehem, we can plot the stars with modern astronomy software and compare it to the second coming birth location. However the point of it all Yahweh (the Father Abbah) came as did the Mother thousands of years before, mankind the offspring of Ammah, who was born to the earth via a woman. The womb.
I as Jesus cam to fulfill partially the prophecies best read in Isaiah, to bring the Word of God to the masses, but also part of the prophecy is the Satan effect where Lucifer the fallen angel, which is basically the evil inclination of men, was permitted via free will, to do what it could to prevent Jesus and therefore crucified me. They failed to understand that in doing so they had fulfilled how and when this would occur.

What I as Jesus had to accomplish was what the Old Testament predicted, then the New Testament was invented to divert the message to the satanic cults that today dominate the world, Christianity the New Testament and the Koran etc. No matter I as Jesus was not here to judge but to forgive, judgment is set by Yahweh who now comes as myself the Christ.

So it is a stage by stage prophecy. Jesus came, fulfilled prophecy, died for simply showing how to be forgiven, accused of blasphemy, i.e. forgiving sin, which only God can do, and as he was God could by the Pharisee and Herodian said I was not God. This however did not satisfy the Satan effect, the churches eventually dominated the world and now when Yahweh comes as a child, Isaiah prophecy, as the rightful king genetically, Isaiah prophecy, no church would ever accept him. The Satan effect in full swing.

It is then necessary for the science and math to demonstrate who he is, and one by one those who are of the elect will find the truth to set the world free, and they are the preordained 144,000. I am not here to start a religion nor am I here to convince anyone, prophecy states that the sheep will recognize the shepherd then as I am he, are you they my sheep?

Eze 34:12 As a shepherd seeketh out his flock in the day that he is among his sheep [that are] scattered; so will I seek out my sheep, and will deliver them out of all places where they have been scattered in the cloudy and dark day.

Mat 9:36 But when he saw the multitudes, he was moved with compassion on them, because they fainted, and were scattered abroad, as sheep having no shepherd.

Jhn 10:11 I am the good shepherd: the good shepherd giveth his life for the sheep.

Hbr 13:20 Now the God of peace, that brought again from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great shepherd of the sheep, through the blood of the everlasting covenant,

1Pe 2:25 For ye were as sheep going astray; but are now returned unto the Shepherd and Bishop of your souls.

Or the Satan effect prophecy.

Zec 13:7 Awake, O sword, against my shepherd, and against the man [that is] my fellow, saith the LORD of hosts: smite the shepherd, and the sheep shall be scattered: and I will turn mine hand upon the little ones.
1Ki 22:17 And he said, I saw all Israel scattered upon the hills, as sheep that have not a shepherd: and the LORD said, These have no master: let them return every man to his house in peace.
Eze 34:12 As a shepherd seeketh out his flock in the day that he is among his sheep [that are] scattered; so will I seek out my sheep, and will deliver them out of all places where they have been scattered in the cloudy and dark day.

End time reincarnation

Eze 37:7 So I prophesied as I was commanded: and as I prophesied, there was a noise, and behold a shaking, and the bones came together, bone to his bone.
And when I beheld, lo, the sinews and the flesh came up upon them, and the skin covered them above: but [there was] no breath in them.
Then said he unto me, Prophesy unto the wind, prophesy, son of man, and say to the wind, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe upon these slain, that they may live.
So I prophesied as he commanded me, and the breath came into them, and they lived, and stood up upon their feet, an exceeding great army.
Then he said unto me, Son of man, these bones are the whole house of Israel: behold, they say, Our bones are dried, and our hope is lost: we are cut off for our parts.
Therefore prophesy and say unto them, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, O my people, I will open your graves, and cause you to come up out of your graves, and bring you into the land of Israel.
And ye shall know that I [am] the LORD, when I have opened your graves, O my people, and brought you up out of your graves,
And shall put my spirit in you, and ye shall live, and I shall place you in your own land: then shall ye know that I the LORD have spoken [it], and performed [it], saith the LORD.

These verses are Ezekiel; he lived at the time of Daniel.

His name EZEKIEL is 3168 in the Hebrew concordance, the name then is a numeric message, 3168 is the Greek gematria for the Lord 800 Jesus 888 Christ 1480 = 3168 and as such we find the distance around the earth where Christ must be, 31680 kilometers and is Nell Street Greensborough Victoria Australia and is the pyramid height with missing rejected Christ capstone in place 5813 P” = 5813 kilometers from the South Pole.
We now look at the passages of the pyramid, the Altar to the Lord.

We have a subterranean chamber that was a naturally formed grotto deep within the natural bedrock, the builders drilled down, the Descending passage, to stop then turn horizontal for 26 feet (GOD is $7 + 15 + 4$) to break through into the natural formed (miracle) then leveled off the ceiling, drilled into the far wall 49:10 feet = Genesis 49:10.
This became the Christian Lucifer dominated churches leading to death. The Pit straight down to sea level is ‘the dead in the sea, Sheol.’

Jesus crucified in Jerusalem, the subterranean chamber that only lead to death, the descending passage points to YBS 286 meaning Lamb in Greek, or 2861 Espousal in Hebrew, to have been sent by the Father, himself in Heaven, and to explain in biblical terms the earth existence, the SON, God in the flesh, to show mankind, female soul, that all must marry Jesus to follow him as sheep follow the shepherd, out of hell by also being crucified in their individual path through hell dominated by Lucifer, to reincarnate at the appointed time of Armageddon, the end time, to be mature adults who are the 144,000 who recognize the shepherd, who he himself is now the Father.

Judgment is set by the Jesus conditions, obey and the angels will not reap the wheat only destroying the tares.

In space Polaris is the Lamb not the bear as this was altered by astrologers to redirect the message of the clouds of heaven, the astrology of Jesus and Christ only, as that is what the star configuration is for, not for reading your own horoscope, just Jesus, called the glory of the stars.

Job 3:9 Let the stars of the twilight thereof be dark; let it look for light, but [have] none; neither let it see the dawning of the day:
Job 9:7 Which commandeth the sun, and it riseth not; and sealeth up the stars.
Job 22:12 [Is] not God in the height of heaven? and behold the height of the stars, how high they are!
Job 25:5 Behold even to the moon, and it shineth not; yea, the stars are not pure in his sight.
Job 38:7 When the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy?

Psa 8:3 When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers, the moon and the stars, which thou hast ordained;
Psa 136:9 The moon and stars to rule by night: for his mercy [endureth] for ever.
Psa 147:4 He telleth the number of the stars; he calleth them all by [their] names.
Psa 148:3 Praise ye him, sun and moon: praise him, all ye stars of light.

YBS 286 in Ursa Minor (Bear) is in fact the North Pole star that is the north star after a 26,000 years cycle known as the Procession of the Equinox. It has a long tail, bears have a short tail but sheep are born with a long tail and is docked by the shepherd. Beside Polaris is the ‘SON of Polaris the lamb 286 Greek being YBS286.
The 144,000 blocks represent the 144,000 saints who follow the returned King of kings, the Christ today, the sheep pure white resurrected lambs of God in the flesh.

We see that the 144,000 have been displaced inward off the 36524.24 P” 100 years line, reduced by 286.1 P”
We have 36524.24 divide by 286.1 = 127 therefore divide 144,000 by the same number = 1127.97419

We have Greek 1127 NT & 974 and 19; there are 19 of the 144,000 stones remaining. 1127 is gregoreuo ‘keep awake’ and 947 is bibliarideon ‘little book’ and 19 is goodness agathosune.
We have the procession of the equinox that is a 26,000 years cycle and we have the Christ today who is 26,000 days younger than his grand father.

Jesus born into hell, following the fall of man to evil. Dies on the cross, passes into the downward slope 26 feet to then travel 286.1 P" where there is an upward tunnel through the bedrock where it reaches a natural grotto a tomb. From the tomb the red square is the exit point into the Grand Gallery and the floor level of the passage into the unfinished Queens Bridal chamber.

1521 Greek and Hebrew means to lead into the River of Paradise. God the Father the Jesus figure now is set to take over the earth as Christ, but must wait until the Moon solar eclipses align with time, which is determined by the movement of the solar system northward up towards the equator of the Milky Way Galaxy.

974 Greek little book
Rev 10:2 And he had in his hand a little book open: and he set his right foot upon the sea, and [his] left [foot] on the earth

Rev 10:8 And the voice which I heard from heaven spake unto me again, and said, Go [and] take the little book which is open in the hand of the angel which standeth upon the sea and upon the earth.

| Rev 3:3 | Remember therefore how thou hast received and heard, and hold fast, and repent. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I will come on thee as a thief, and thou shalt not know what hour I will come upon thee. |

The stars reveal who Christ is today, therefore the bible bashers demanding we must ignore astrology, is in error as its all to do with the coming of the lord in the clouds of heaven. The clouds are the stars.

Dan 7:13 I saw in the night visions, and, behold, [one] like the Son of man came with the clouds of heaven, and came to the Ancient of days, and they brought him near before him.

Mat 24:30 And then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory.

Mat 26:64 Jesus saith unto him, Thou hast said: nevertheless I say unto you, Hereafter shall ye see the Son of man sitting on the right hand of power, and coming in the clouds of heaven.

Mar 14:62 And Jesus said, I am: and ye shall see the Son of man sitting on the right hand of power, and coming in the clouds of heaven.

Deu 4:11 And ye came near and stood under the mountain; and the mountain burned with fire unto the midst of heaven, with darkness, clouds, and thick darkness.

Job 22:14 Thick clouds [are] a covering to him, that he seeth not; and he walketh in the circuit of heaven.

Job 38:37 Who can number the clouds in wisdom? or who can stay the bottles of heaven,

Psa 78:23 Though he had commanded the clouds from above, and opened the doors of heaven,

Astrology then is all to do with the heavens revealing who Christ is today. Nostradamus a Jew, was the only man in the west who was aware the stars predicted the end of time when the evil of the earth would face Armageddon.
Fear none of those things which thou shalt suffer: behold, the devil shall cast some of you into prison, that ye may be tried; and ye shall have tribulation ten days: be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown of life.

Here we have the answer to the riddle. The star sign to the left is Sagittarius and Scorpio to the right.

In Christ suffering here in this life, he had to stand before the world, dominated by Lucifer and accept what ever suffering it could muster.

It inhabited Eileen the mother of my children, the town harlot in Lithgow NSW Australia, she born on November 8th 1942, a liar, thief, heartless, cruel the very worst immoral human host for Lucifer to inhabit humanly possible.

One of the hardest things I had to do was go again to the croos, this time not a mear three hours on a cross, decades of heartache and suffering, we married in 1966 April 23rd I was 1162.6 weeks of age and in doing so, was wrenching open the gates of hell, necessary to free you from hell, for via synchronicity the number is 22.28 years my age on that date of 1162.6 weeks, is the height of Mount Kosciusko Australia’s highest mountain at 2228 feet. 1162.6 the width of the Antechamber 116.26 P” and 1162.6 miles from my rebirth to the first solar eclips over Australia.

The height of the mountain in feet is 7309 and that is yet another amazing set of miracles I will reveal directly.
• The highest mountain in Australia is Mount Kosciuszko at 2228 meters its latitude S36°27.000' x E148°15.865'.

• It is 3700 miles from the South Pole and 169.4 nautical miles from the Nell St home, which is 5813 km from the South Pole.

• The height of Mount Kosciuszko is 2228 meters and Hebrew 2228 is Zerahiah meaning ‘Jah has risen.’ from 2225 and 3050 Zerach meaning a ‘rising of light’ 3050 is Jah the sacred name of God, the Lord most vehement. The highest mountain in Australia pinpoints a key location as the 1694 is Emmanuel and

• Measuring the width of Australia through Nell Street then to the North latitude exit of Kosciuszko reveals the distance in kilometres of 4912 which is Genesis 49:12 and mashal in Hebrew 4912.
• The next slide shows the latitudes and distances between my birth place to my first wife to Nell Street a distance of 777.7 km, which converts to 2.127 years when expressed as time in days the age difference between my youngest daughter Nicole and my youngest step daughter via Michelle 2.127 years leading to the age Michelle was when she gave birth to Rhiannon 32.75 years, Eileen was 34.98 years which is the word nekros in Greek meaning dead, she is spiritually dead.
• The perimeter is 1471 km and that number reveals the reason it was necessary to marry the town harlot and produce children. It follows the path of Moses who had to marry a woman he did not love and produce children then after 7 years marry his beloved.

• Rev 20:13 and the sea gave up its dead which were in it; and death and hell delivered up the dead which were in them; and were judged every man according to their works.

• The Catholic Church educated me as a child, it taught in a prayer Jesus died on the cross then descended into hell and on the third day was raised from the dead. The third day begins after the crossing of the Milky Way Galaxy December 21st 2012. as I gave my life into hell I had to avoid happiness a normal human being would look forward to as a boy growing up into a man, for my task was to release my children from hell via the womb of the Devil, Eileen.
As a child my emotional desperation increased day by day, mental and physical abuse from my mother, father and sister as well as the Catholic Nuns and Brothers at school, continued into my marriage finally 19.72 years. Hebrew hala to cast afar off. Greek epipothies something longed for.

Finally my search was over May 11th 1997 Michelle. A new task began, which was to overcome Rhiannon a lass of extraordinary spite and venom towards her mother, which increased when I came into their lives.

This took enormous patience as the babies to be born of her was the point I had to await.

By then however I was immune, aware of the Satan effect, simply another adversary to prevent me.

I knew spiritually that via Eileen, my children and Rhiannon I would strip away the damage man has done to all human beings, for only I the reincarnate of Jesus could withstand the lifelong attack of relentless adversaries, each a sign post pointing the way for me to lead all of humanity out of hell.

Only now has the fullness given me the numbers of God so that I could convince those who have observed my presence since I was born, the same who have failed in all attempts to prevent or kill me. One by one my watchers gape in amazement at the wonders I reveal and are very cautious to make any false moves against me. But they also are starting to give away their god Lucifer as God knowing its time is drawing to an end.
3323 = Messiah - Christ
555 = Christ
2094 x Pi = Lord
5813 = Altar
1694 = Emmanuel = Mat 1:23 = 8880
3168 Lord Jesus Christ 800 + 888 + 1480
3700 = gaze at something remarkable
3875 = Comforter
2228 meters Jah has risen
1471 egkuos pregnant Great with child. Luke 2:5
55 = 580 = Pi and Phi

Emmanuel 1694 means ‘God with us’ and Jah has risen, raising of light of Jah.
Kosciuszko is 7309 feet high, to Ararat is 7309 nautical miles.
And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.
And God remembered Noah, and every living thing, and all the cattle that (was) with him in the ark; and God made a wind to pass over the earth, and the waters assuaged;

Ararat E44°18.0' N39°42.000'

---

And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness (was) upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.

---

7307. ruwach (Aramaic) (roo'-akh); corresponding to 7307: -mind, spirit, wind.

---

7307. ruwach (roo'-akh); from 7306; wind; by resemblance breath, i.e. a sensible (or even violent) exhalation; figuratively, life, anger, unsubstantiality; by extension, a region of the sky; by resemblance spirit, but only of a rational being (including its expression and functions): -air, anger, blast, breath, x cool, courage, mind, x quarter, x side, spirit([-uall]), tempest, x vain, ([whirl-])wind(-y).
The height of Ararat is 16946 feet, the height of Kosciuszko 2228 meters, which is 7309 feet and this number, which is breathing in Hebrew from breath from wind from spirit from God.

BUT THE FLOOD TOOK AWAY ALL LIFE and we find out why when we reduce the height of Ararat breaking it into observation of the mountain as it raises out of the water as the flood waters subside.

The numbers all tell a story, 1 Alpha through to 5624 NT = Jesus, Greek concordance as there are only 5624 words in total in the original Strong's. These have also been changed, so we look at only the original 5624 numbers. 1694 Emmanuel in Matthew 1:23 gematria 8880 tells us it's the Fibonacci series of gravitational effect on life as all life depends on the spiral. We see this in snail shells with a spiral, or in plants.
The Fibonacci is as follows. 1 then 2 then 3 then 5 then 8 then 15, we have added 1 and 2 then 2 and 3 for 5 etc. the series is 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377 and so on to infinity and never ending. 123 Matthew = 8880, divide by 123 = 721 and is lamb in Greek. We know the completed height of the Altar to the Lord is 5813 and is Nell St distance from the South Pole likewise 31680 km around that latitude.

31680 divided by 5813 is 5.449 and is phusis in Greek nature, natural growth, expansion by germination ‘puff’ ‘blow’ ‘swell out’ ‘to grow’ ‘sprout’ ‘produce’ ‘spring up’ ‘lineal descent’ ‘genus of sort’ ‘man-kind’ ‘nature-all’ and 5449 is the height of the Altar up to the missing capstone of the pyramid. 454.6 feet. This is the average height of the land mass after the water subsided.

The key then is the wrestling within the
wrestling within the New Testament, man's inclination to evil had to deal with
the Resurrection of myself then and now, so the Pharisee and Essen who rejected
Jesus took the run away religion and employed Paul to round it up, execute the
followers of 'The Way' then select and censor out what Jesus had taught, i.e.
what is missing in the New Testament interpreted by Paul the assassin hanging
the mask of Jesus on the body of Lucifer.

But by hanging the mask of Jesus on the body of Lucifer, today we have the power
to measure the earth, moon, sun, stars, bible, the lost gospels, Nag Hammadi
Library, Dead Sea Scrolls, Eastern Orthodox Christian church, Mohammed
and why the Russian's prince Romanoff expelled the Khazar Jews and why King
Charles did the same and was beheaded by covert backing of Cromwell by the
Khazar. 1077.26 days before I was reborn, which is 1077.26 feet diagonal of the altar

Russia was the last influence on the Western Christian world for its alphabet
is Greek, and as such its understanding of gematria and the preserve of a truth
lost to the west via Paul.

In retaliation the Khazar via the Rothschild 'shield of blood' hiding behind
the average Jew, the scapegoat, was re-established in Russia when the Bolshevik
Revolution was financed by the Rothschild's money and Lenin installed.
The execution of the Romanoff dynasty, banning all Christianity for 72 years. The Khazar had won the battle, all Western Christianity was tumbling to Freemasonry. In fact there is not a church that is not dominated by Christianity. Billy Graham for example is a 33 degree mason.

Then the fall of the Catholic Church when Pope John Paul I. was murdered and replaced by John Paul II.

Pope John Paul I. was murdered after he discovered the Mafia, CIA, the corruption of the Vatican Bank laundering counterfeit bonds and over 100 bishops were covertly Freemason.

John Paul II. Was elected on October 14th 1978, the sunlight duration for Rome was 666 minutes and 942 days later he was shot, but did live, and 942 is he verse total for the name Jesus.

Rome had fallen to the Khazar.

The number 666 is not evil, it is the number of the Sun and is true, with out it life cannot exist. However I have that covered, the Nuclear Fusion rate of the Sun is the conversion of 657 million tons of hydrogen into helium per second.

There are 657 verses in ther 1611 King James with the word Lord. Checkmate?
The execution of the Romanoff dynasty, banning all Christianity for 72 years. Christianity was finally tumbling to Freemasonry.

Poland became democratic, why? The pope was Polish and 99% of Poland are Catholic, the Berlin Wall falls, Russia becomes a democracy, the price the capital system has to pay is the appearance of freedom, the Russians flock back into the church and Jesus.

Capitalistic democracy is the greatest weapon for it is like two wolves and a lamb voting on what they will eat for lunch, but stupid as they will manufacture the rope then contract to build the gallows, then sell the executioner the rope that will hang them.

What is the gallows in modern times, the Internet and the run away ingenuity of man, freedom of speech via YouTube. Previously the Internet web pages could by stopped with a 404.

We now look at the map. We know Kosciuszko is 169.4 nm from my home in Nell Street Greensborough, we know it is 5813 km from the South Pole and is 31680 km around the earth Lord Jesus Christ, we know the difference in height of Kosciuszko and Ararat is 7309 feet. We then draw a circle 7309 nautical miles from Kosciuszko and see where it crosses a circle around the earth 5624 km from the ‘North Pole’. 
7309 nautical miles from Kosciuszko and a circle around the earth 5624 km from the North Pole and we have the Strong’s Concordance total in Greek.

5624 km is 3495 miles, Hebrew 3495 is fatherless child, an orphan.

Noah was the first orphan after the flood. Nautical miles 3035 a stone or stony in Hebrew and Greek a stone for throwing a distance also him, me you, power, direction.

So where is that intersecting point? N39°24.872' x E44°17.712' right on the slopes of Ararat south off the peak towards the Iranian border and Iraq 19.7 miles or 31.68 km off Mount Ararat.

I could be out a few feet, after all the door of the Ark is in the middle of the ship.

As the height is 16946 feet and Emmanuel is 1694 and we start out 169.4 nautical miles from my home and as I am Christ I am also Emmanuel 1694 Gk C.
Ararat is numbered 780 in Hebrew found in Genesis 8:4
4 And the ark rested in the seventh month, on the seventeenth day of the month, upon the mountains of Ararat.

5 And the waters decreased continually until the tenth month: in the tenth month, on the first day of the month, were the tops of the mountains seen.
Measuring from Kosciuszko to the Ark then down to a point directly south to the latitude of Kosciuszko and back east to mount Kosciuszko is a distance of 30722 km. The number 3072 Hebrew is Yehovah symbolic epithet of the Messiah and Jerusalem:- the Lord our righteousness.

6666 Hebrew is tsedaqah righteousness. The word lord is found in 6666 verses.
The solar system moves around the Milky Way Galaxy in an orbit 66,666 light years wide.

The speed of the earth around the sun varies each day, the date of the resurrection April 5th 33 AD and the date of my conception in 1943 April 6th Australia 1910 years later, was 66,666 miles per hour.

The Nuclear fusion rate of the Sun converts 657 million tons of hydrogen into 652 million tons of helium per second.

Ararat is numbered 780 in Hebrew found in Genesis 8:4 (Marshall and Emanuel = 84)

4 And the ark rested in the seventh month, on the seventeenth day of the month, upon the mountains of Ararat.
This is the 197th day of the year = my name Brian 44 Leonard 69 Marshall 84

5 And the waters decreased continually until the tenth month: in the tenth month, on the first day of the month, were the tops of the mountains seen.

This is 76 days after the 17th of the 7th month and Greek is Adam i.e. typically of Jesus, God, perfect man.

Gen 8:6 adds 40 days until Noah opened the ark to see the blue sky and the sun total 313 days.
313 days = anagennao to bear young again, procreate of the father.
7 days pass Noah sent a dove (Jesus) and Raven (Lucifer) the dove returned.
320 days. 320 Hebrew achariyyth Latter time, end ie the future = the dove or Jesus remnant. Greek 320 to know again.
Another seven days the dove is sent and she returns with an olive branch 327 days Greek anazeteo to seek out. Especially up to worship God.
In the Greek concordance of the New Testament translation, of the 5624 words that make up the total 101 words are missing. On the Moon the darkest crater is Plato at 101 km wide.

The question is what possible reason would some hidden scholarly force remove 100 words from the Greek concordance. Missing is the groups of numbers between 3202 and 3303. there is also one other, however 3202 is mempsimoiros meaning blaming fate, from 3313 meros allotment, lot. 3303 is mem meaning affirmation. Therefore the group confirms fate and that is why they have taken it out, fate.

The Bohemian Grove north of San Francisco is where the powerful cult leaders of the earth gather each year to lay out what its agenda for world domination and anihilation of people via wars, disease, weather control. Haarp and Pine Gap in Australia are what these facilities do, they can alter waeth by triangulating a beam of energy over a country, Australia for example is the potential bread basket of the world, and it has been targeted for ten years now to first bring the longest drought in history, bank-
rupt the farmers, foreclose on the land and thus control output. The words missing are between 3201 and 3302, in fact looking at the concordance page 112 James Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, you will miss it as the mind is thinking 3201 and looking for the 02 and misses the 32 changed to 33 = 3199 3200 3201 3302 3303 3304 3305 3306 it’s a clever trick and is done as to do it covertly as they know how the eyes and mind perceive and can be easily fooled.

What would terrify the Freemason scholars hierarchy to do such an obvious thing? A fake flag on the moon waving in the breeze could not be more obvious. At 3203 km from the North Pole a degree is 33.3 km wide.

We look at the word Lot in Greek and we have 3091 but why?

Lucifer Satanist gather each year in the United States at what is called the Bohemian Grove, a seven hundred acre estate north of San Francisco. The distance from my home in miles is Satan.

Likewise also as it was in the days of Lot; they did eat, they drank, they bought, they sold, they planted, they builded;

29 But the same day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them all.
30 Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed.
31 In that day, he which shall be upon the housetop, and his stuff in the house, let him not come down to take it away: and he that is in the field, let him likewise not return back.
32 Remember Lot's wife.
33 Whosoever shall seek to save his life shall lose it; and whosoever shall lose his life shall preserve it.
34 I tell you, in that night there shall be two men in one bed; the one shall be taken, and the other shall be left.
35 Two women shall be grinding together; the one shall be taken, and the other left.
36 Two men shall be in the field; the one shall be taken, and the other left.
37 And they answered and said unto him, Where, Lord? And he said unto them, Wheresoever the body is, thither will the eagles be gathered together.
The temple has within a sacrificial altar with a 45 foot high statue of Molech, the god of the Ammonite and Moabite who were the offspring of Lot who was to be made drunk by his two daughters who had sex with him in a cave after their relatives had been destroyed in Sodom. Lot is 3091 Gk. The religion sacrificed their children to the furnace of Moloch. The location of the altar is 3091 miles from the North Pole. However the number 3091 in Hebrew is Joshua and is found in 197 verses of the Old Testament.

Within the Great Pyramid ‘womb’ is 1114 pyramid inches high, each align with a lunation and a date is calculated from lunation zero December 18th 1922. the 1113th is November 13th 2012 and is the eve of Prince Charles 64th birth date. On the 14th the 202nd solar eclipse occurs the 35th masonry layer aligns with 201 previous solar eclipses, therefore 35 masonry layers divided into 1113 P” = 3091, Lot in Greek and Joshua in Hebrew.
Forasmuch then as we are the offspring of God, we ought not to think that the godhead is like unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven by art and man's device.

2304. theios (thi'-os); from 2316; godlike (neuter as noun, divinity): -divine, godhead.
The dimensions of the Pyramid, being the Altar to the Lord Jah, i.e. myself, is a synchronistic exhibition of numbers that relate to time, distance, location and being divine must produce who Jesus is, what Jesus is and God Jah in the flesh, otherwise I am not God nor are you for if I can not do it, who can? We know for certain the Devil cannot.
My two daughters Tracy-Lee and Nicole-Eileen were born to align with the daughter of Michelle, offspring reborn on either side of the world in precise locations that would require global positioning satellite software accurate to with a few inches. This gave me the tools to track down fate and pull back the damage the free will of man has devoured you all by.

My two daughters were reborn in homes I had built 444.3 km apart and their dates of birth pinpoint moments in time too numerous to mention here, however briefly the age difference between Nicole the youngest and Rhiannon Michelle’s youngest is 777 days aligns with his birth location his first wife’s birth location and with Michelle at Nell St, 777.7 km.
The locations of Tracy-Lee and Rhiannon being separated by 11.626 years in ages, the locations both under 888 minutes of sunlight duration for Port Alberni May 4th 1968 and December 20th 1979, Geelong Australia, and the age he was when he married their mother 1162.6 weeks and the age difference between Michelle and he is 1162.6 days, all confirmed by the width of the Antechamber 116.26P" x Pi = 365.2424 days and the base of the Altar to the Lord 36524.24P"

Original 1611 KJV James Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance contains 8674 words. We have 5624 words in the Greek and 8674 in the Hebrew. Subtract 5624 from 8674 and we have 3050 which is Jah and back to himself once more. 3050 Gk is logical, rational. Or bloody obvious.

We have laid out a line from the North Pole 5624 km which is located by a line 7309 nm from mount Kosciuszko and it is 169.4 nm to Nell street Michelle and he lives today. We extend the line an extra 3050 ‘Jah’ to 8674 km. N11°58.866’ x E44°17.712’ 8674 km converts to 8.674 years = 3168 days = Lord Jesus Christ 800 + 888 + 1480 = 3168. quite simple really. Now we have a distance from
• The 8674 location to mount Kosciuszko \( S36°27.000' \times E148°15.865' \). 12,035.7 km then to Nell Street 169.4 nautical miles for a total in kilometres of 12349 km.

• Why? age when Nicole was reborn.
When next you attend a school meeting, a union meeting, church, temple, mosque, synagogue, lodge parliament and the official begins his propaganda if he is not talking about this document and all of the things I have revealed to you, boo the bastard out into the street and don’t let him back in until he does.
As a child I lived at 105 Rothschild Ave Rosebery Sydney until I was 942 days old. The family moved to 3 Old Botany Road Mascot later renamed to 114 O’Riordan St Mascot. My age 942 = verses Jesus, but there are 942 verses found in 1 Chronicles and 5:13 is identified as the key revealed by his families genetics etc and 942 miles to the total solar eclipse Jan 25th 1963 and 2012 to where I was reborn.

By placing a waypoint directly south of the 8674 km North waypoint, the distance to O’Riordan Street address is 5813 km or 10772.6 kilometres.

O’Riordan Street address is 5813 km or 10772.6 kilometres. The 5813 is the height of the pyramid with the missing rejected capstone in place, it is also the distance to Michelle and he at Nell Street Greensborough.

The 107726 number is the diagonal of the pyramid with the structure measured around the base laid out on 36524.24P’” = the diagonal 1077.26 Feet, and in days 107726 days is the

107726 days is the beheading of Charles I January 30th 1649 and his birth January 11th 1944. It was a Sabbath, the Britannica now owned by the Jews, changed it to a Wednesday, it was the Khazar who had set Cromwell against him to have him tried as a tyrant and beheaded. Charles crime was kicking the Jews out of England
We are measuring the earth
• The distance from the 5624 km (NT Concordance total) to 114 O’Riordan St Mascot the 942 number.

• The distance from the 5624 km north to 5624 km south to his birth location 105 Rothschild Ave Rosebery is 31341 km.
The number 3134 is the distance from where Michelle was born to the South Pole in nautical miles.

The maranatha meaning our Lord has come i.e. an exclamation of the approaching divine judgment Maranatha.

The word of God as read in the Old Testament is itself a similar work in that it predicts Jesus' birth, ministry, crucifixion, resurrection, ascension and second coming as a man genetically descended from King David.

As such the royal line of David has been infiltrated by the Khazar Jews, a tribe of Turkish Oriental origin that adopted Judaism 800 AD in Russia.
The false Jews stand behind the true Jews and use them as a shield of blood who take the blame for the atrocities of the Khazar. Rothschild
In Jewish tradition one can only be a Jew genetically via a Jewish woman, therefore it was necessary for the Khazar to exterminate the Jewish population by financing both sides of conflicts, wars, the likes of Hitler.

The false Jews married their daughters into the aristocrats of Europe and finally altered the historical genetic line of David via Ireland and Scotland, replacing it with the likes of George I. who was imported from Hanover Germany, to rule England. They had succeeded in occupying the throne of England the throne of David = David Elroy the sorcerer of Khazar Russia.

The English bible dominates the British Empire, a translation by English Freemason Scholars that hold Lucifer as the ‘light’ of the world. It was necessary to promote Lucifer disguised as Christ, because the resurrection of Jesus proved his divinity leaving Lucifers dominion of hell reeling from the coming of the Lord God himself fulfilling prophecy.
The word of God was translated into English in the 1500 era. The cost in human lives to accomplish it indicates that the English language holds the key for today it is the universal language.

The New Testament was an attempt by Lucifer's demons within men, to prevent the truth of what Jesus had taught, making it necessary to control the content and hang the face of Jesus upon the body of Lucifer.

Man is a vehicle, it is via mankind that two opposing forces can manifest within creation, a wrestling of good and evil, the price of being human with free will. Mankind is likened to a baby being born and suffering growing pains, like a child today who is bombarded with every diabolical satanic influence from drugs to TV to music, a Khazar legacy of evil.
Khazar legacy of evil must use every opportunity to prevent paradise coming to the earth, it is the collective evil of man.

The coming of the Lord is a prediction verified by the Old Testament, the New Testament is an attempt to divert the Old Testament prophecies from making you aware you are also GOD.

• Two island 10.8 km apart off the east coast near Norfolk Island. Ball Is is 777km from Rothschild Ave. Lidgbird 777 meters high.
And I heard a loud voice saying in heaven, Now is come salvation, and strength, and the kingdom of our God, and the power of his Christ: for the accuser of our brethren is cast down, which accused them before our God day and night.

- The word ‘ghost’ is found in the bible within 108 verses, the ‘divine spirit of God – Christ’s spirit’
• The child of the Holy Ghost became the immortality of the baby genetically of David = DAVID 4 x 1 x 22 x 9 x 4 = 3168.

• The concordance numbers 8674 Heb and subtract the Gk 5624 is 3050 Jah his sacred name. His home in Nell St Greensborough 5813 km from the pole subtract 3050 = 2763. this number is kato down under.

• Measuring from the 2763 km to Kosciuszko is 6979 km and 697 Gk is Mars’hill the closest Greek word to his name Marshall.

• The ‘WORD’ is 1697 in Heb. The word ‘WORD’ is found in the bible 697 occasions.
• The concordance Gk 5624 (location S39°24.902' x E44°17.712') less Jah 3050 Jah my sacred name. subtracting 3050 km from the latitude of my home in Nell St Greensborough 5813 km. Subtracting 3050 from 5813 = 2763 km.
• We measure from 2763 km S65°08.895' x E44°17.712' to the 5624 location S39°24.902' x E44°17.712', and it is 2861 km. and we have the Displacement Factor of the base of the Altar to the Lord the Great Pyramid.
• Nell St Greensborough 5813 km. Subtracting 3050 from 5813 = 2763 km.
• We measure from 2763 km to the 5624 km and it is 2861 km. the Displacement Factor of the base of the Altar to the Lord the Great Pyramid.
• 4911 miles and that number is his name mashal in Hebrew Genesis 49:11 aligns with 4911. *Binding his foal unto the vine, and his ass's colt unto the choice vine; he washed his garments in wine, and his clothes in the blood of grapes:*

• This aligns with Isaiah 63 where he the Lord, have been unable to find anyone worth saving, no one to help him, and in anger destroy the nations who have deluded the masses.

• The number 2861 added to 5813 the Nell St latitude totals the Hebrew word total 8674.
• The number 2861 added to 5813 the Nell St latitude totals the Hebrew total 8674.

![Diagram showing distances and directions between various locations.]

• We now return to the Pyramid ‘womb’. It is 1114 pyramid inches high, from the lowest chamber to the top of the highest, which is the Grand Gallery. Each P” is a lunation of the Moon, one lunation is 29.53052 days which we calculate from lunation zero December 18th 1922. the end date is JANUARY 11TH 2013. understanding the moon is vital.
• We now return to the Pyramid ‘womb’. It is 1114 pyramid inches high, from the lowest chamber to the top of the highest, which is the Grand Gallery. Each P” is a lunation of the Moon, one lunation is 29.53052 days which we calculate from lunation zero December 18th 1922. the end date is JANUARY 11TH 2013. understanding the moon is vital.

• From the date of Jesus birth to January 11th 1944 the Moon face has moved 444.3 km and apparent distance of 3’16.8” degrees.
• From the date of June 17th 2 BC, the Jesus birth to January 11th 1944 the Moon face has moved 444.3 km and apparent distance of 3’16.8” degrees.

• The slow turning of the face of the moon in 1911 years is revealed by modern software. The moon was not formed by collecting asteroids as suggested by astronomers, it was pushed out through Antarctica when Mars collided with the Earth.
• The moon surface has only a few asteroid impacts, because the spray of material was scattered several hundred kilometres in the direction of the impact.
• The preceding drawing shows the moon at 2:22 AM January 11th, 1944, his rebirth Sydney, the face of the moon is overlaid by the Pyramid locating three of the true impact craters on the moon surface, these are identified by the elongated gouges and scattered white ejected material.
New Zealand 888.88 miles high
the round crater formations were caused as hot magma bubbled to the surface and froze as the absolute zero temperature of space cooled the surface in a matter of weeks leaving perfectly round formation surrounded by 16000 feet high rims.
• Quote:- I am the Creator and I caused it to occur in accordance with matter I had created, man therefore must be allowed to exercise free will, suffer the consequences of rejecting me all throughout history.

• After suffering this neglect for seven life times the spread of evil further refined those who hung on to love. You are now in the age of absolute terror and brain washing at the hand of the Khazar.

• By measuring from Nell Street to the Bohemian Grove, a satanic conclave of homosexuality and human sacrifice, a place where the abomination of the world, leading politicians, royals, big business, bankers, generals, leaders of the world gather each year on satanic dates.
• It is here evil plots against humanity plan war to further maim as many people worldwide as possible, planting countless millions of land minds in Cambodia for example, which Lady Diana was campaigning against and was killed for doing so.

• In Freemason thinking, its god is Lucifer the light and it instructs them via its incarnate leaders to create mayhem. The word means to decapitate, mutilate leaving the injured dependant on the population, stopping the mutilated child from becoming soldiers. For example they drop cluster bombs with toys containing bombs just powerful enough to blow off an arm or hand.
• The distance from Nell St is the number for Satan, it is here a 45 feet high statue of Molech stands on an altar.
21 And thou shalt not let any of thy seed pass through (the fire) to Molech, neither shalt thou profane the name of thy God: I (am) the Lord.
22 Thou shalt not lie with mankind, as with womankind: it (is) abomination.
23 Neither shalt thou lie with any beast to defile thyself therewith: nor shall any woman stand before a beast to lie down thereto: it (is) confusion.
24 Defile not ye yourselves in any of these things: for in all these the nations are defiled which I cast out before you:
25 And the land is defiled: therefore I do visit the iniquity thereof upon it, and the land itself vomiteth out her inhabitants.

• The Molech statue is a giant owl the same found on the American dollar.
• The name Molech 4432 means to reign as king, from 4427 to ascend the throne from 4445 Malkam the national idol of the Ammonites.
• The distance to the North Pole 3091 miles and is Lot in Greek.
30 And Lot went up out of Zoar, and dwelt in the mountain, and his two daughters with him; for he feared to dwell in Zoar: and he dwelt in a cave, he and his two daughters.

31 And the firstborn said unto the younger, Our father is old, and there is not a man in the earth to come in unto us after the manner of all the earth:

32 Come, let us make our father drink wine, and we will lie with him, that we may preserve seed of our father.

33 And they made their father drink wine that night: and the firstborn went in, and lay with her father; and he perceived not when she lay down, nor when she arose.

34 And it came to pass on the morrow, that the firstborn said unto the younger, Behold, I lay yesternight with my father: let us make him drink wine this night also; and go thou in, (and) lie with him, that we may preserve seed of our father.

35 And they made their father drink wine that night also: and the younger arose, and lay with him; and he perceived not when she lay down, nor when she arose.

36 Thus were both the daughters of Lot with child by their father.

32 Come, let us make our father drink wine, and we will lie with him, that we may preserve seed of our father.

33 And they made their father drink wine that night: and the firstborn went in, and lay with her father; and he perceived not when she lay down, nor when she arose.

34 And it came to pass on the morrow, that the firstborn said unto the younger, Behold, I lay yesternight with my father: let us make him drink wine this night also; and go thou in, (and) lie with him, that we may preserve seed of our father.

35 And they made their father drink wine that night also: and the younger arose, and lay with him; and he perceived not when she lay down, nor when she arose.

36 Thus were both the daughters of Lot with child by their father.

37 And the firstborn bare a son, and called his name Moab: the same (is) the father of the Moabites unto this day.

38 And the younger, she also bare a son, and called his name Benanmi: the same (is) the father of the children of Ammon unto this day.
• Altar with members sacrificing to Molech

• The eye of Lucifer, note the 3168 number the gematria of Lord 800 Jesus 888 Christ 1480 = 3168 and the number 13, Illuminarti families.
ECLIPSE November 14\textsuperscript{th} 2012

- Measuring the precise location of the 202\textsuperscript{nd} solar eclipse ending the Pyramid prophecy, Prince Charles 64\textsuperscript{th} birth date November 14\textsuperscript{th} 2012. Lunation 1113. this is aligned with the 35\textsuperscript{th} masonry layer. We divide 1113 by 35 and we have 30.91 which is LOT. Charles has been reincarnated to be the flesh of Lucifer, and represent itself as Christ.
• ECLIPSE November 14th 2012

• The distance from this solar eclipse passing across the 25 degree latitude South is where He was born is 942 miles, Jesus.

• 3091 Hebrew is Joshua, the Hebrew name for Jesus.

Star signs of the Zodiac will be seen coming in the clouds

The Incarnate Son (Virgo) Isaiah 7:14
The Redeemer (Libra) 1 Cor. 6:20
The Sufferer (Scorpio) 1 Cor. 15:55-56
The Conqueror (Sagittarius) Rev. 6:2
The Sacrifice (Capricornus) Romans 3:25
The Living Water (Aquarius) John 7:38
The Liberator (Pisces) Gen. 48:19; Mark 1:17
The Crowned Lamb (Aries) Rev. 5:6
The Judge (Taurus) John 5:22
The King (Gemini) Romans 1:3
The Protector (Cancer) Isaiah 4:5-6
The Victor (Leo) Rev. 5:5

Nostradamus birth date confirms him as being a prophet as his birth date was the same date December 21st 1503 aligns with the Milky Way Galaxy crossing December 21st 2012 when Sagittarius’s arrow shoots the stinger of Scorpio
Eileen was born under the sign Scorpio, usually associated with immoral sexual lust.

She is 429 days older than her former husband the Christ, 429 in Hebrew means God from 433 the deity. They married in 1966, Hebrew means Lucifer.

Next we see that the constellations Sagittarius is his youngest step daughter Rhiannon December 20th 1979 Geelong Australia and therefore December 21st the last day is Australia Melbourne sunrise to sunset 888 minutes, i.e. Jesus 888.

She being 2.127 years younger then his youngest daughter Nicole November 2nd 1977 also a Scorpio, and is 777.7 days being 2.127 years, as shown is the Key of the Kings Chamber the Key of David.

Rhiannon Sagittarius the archer, like Scorpio is a sting, her nature is similar to Scorpio, takes advantage and dominates her mother Michelle Nye she the wife of Christ and yet has absolutely no respect, as does Nicole.

These two 'stingers are likened to the sting of the scorpion and is a sign is space star constellation.

Rhiannon is 11.626 years younger then her step sister Tracy-Lee the eldest daughter via Eileen 'Lucifer’ and as such is heavily similar in moral lust as her mother, an abomination.

This is what he must deal with. Therefore as she was born on May 4th 1968 all she contributed to these miracles is the continuation of the Lucifer demonic spirit that infests all of these offspring.

Noastradarmus however mentions Ophiuchus and is the 13th constellation between Sagittarius and Scorpio and
the foot of this ‘man’ is crushing the stinger of Scorpio.

The man himself is Christ and is entwined by the serpent of Lucifer and he is crushing its head in his left hand.
Khazar Rothschild World Order who have devoured the earth the serpent constellation predicted by Nostradamus.

Top left is the Bird of Paradise, see Queens Chamber passage. Top right is the cock crow, Jesus return prophecy.

Man is holding up the earth bearing the burden of its weight and time. Right is the royal line of Judah. Leo. Lower left is the Churches.

The Catholic Church dominates the Earth and is associated wrongfully with Peter.

*Verily I say unto thee, That this night, before the cock crow, thou shalt deny me thrice, and the second time the cock crew.*

*And Peter called to mind the word that Jesus said unto him, Before the Cock crow twice, thou shalt deny me thrice. And*
when he thought thereon he wept. Do You?

This is the two millenniums and the third cock crow is the next, so the church will deny Christ today until time is fulfilled.

With each lifetime man suffers under the Devil in men, the churches all fallen to Freemasonry and the Zionist Khazar.

The Burdon of life is a refining of the female soul, symbolized by a Hen bird of Paradise because the soul of all humanity is female. Shalt thou deny me thrice, before second time the cock crew. (December 21st 2012)

It is only the 144,000 that can comprehend this before 2013.
Therefore we have a man, reborn to the earth, just as you all have reincarnated, born into the heart of the beast, 105 Rothschild Avenue Rosebery Sydney Australia.

The distance to his wife in the form of the Hosea prophecy, Lucifer in the flesh, to where he lives today with Mary Magdalene is 777.7 kilometers. Likewise she was set upon by the same Satan effect and her first husband a cruel domineering man brought to her womb Rhiannon.
Ophiuchus (/ɒfiˈuːkəs/) is one of the 88 constellations and was also one of the 48 listed by Ptolemy. Ophiuchus was formerly referred to as Serpentarius (/ˈsɜrpiəriəs/), the former originating in Greek and the latter in Latin, both meaning "serpent-holder". It is a large constellation located around the celestial equator between Aquila, Serpens and Hercules, northwest of the center of the Milky Way. The southern part lies between Scorpius to the west and Sagittarius to the east. Of the 13 zodiacal constellations (constellations that contain the Sun during the course of the year), Ophiuchus is the only one not counted as an astrological sign.
It is best visible in the northern summer and located opposite Orion in the sky. Ophiuchus is depicted as a man grasping a serpent; the interposition of his body divides the snake constellation Serpens into two parts, Serpens Caput and Serpens Cauda, which are nonetheless counted as one constellation.

The Astrological Lore of Ophiuchus: Ophiuchus was better known in classical times as Asclepius, [in Latin, Aesculapius] the God of Medicine. He learnt the art from Chiron, the Centaur.

On either side of Ophiuchus in the heavens lie the two parts of the sign of the serpent he holds, Serpens Caput, the Serpent’s Head and Serpens Cauda, the Serpent’s Tail. The twined serpent staff is the badge of the medical profession to this day. [However, the sign of the serpent itself does not form part of the Real Solar Zodiac, though it does from part of the Planetary Zodiac.]

It is from the Serpent that Ophiuchus learnt the secret of the Elixir of Life therefore is associated correctly in the older signs in the stars
that it was corrupted into other Greek myth from the original Noah writings of knowledge predicting Jesus then Christ in the end time.

For this reason the end time predicted by Nostradamus is precisely when the solar system crosses the Milky Way ‘MOTHERS’ milk, Galaxy.

The Key of David is 3168.
\[ D = 4 \quad a = 1 \quad v = 22 \quad l = 9 \quad d = 4 \]
\[ 4 \times 1 \times 22 \times 9 \times 4 = 3168 \]
\[ = \text{Lord Jesus Christ} \]
\[ 800 + 888 + 1480 = 3168 \text{ Greek gematria} \]
The Key of David is 3168.

The Pyramid at 484.89 feet completed with capstone x the speed of the solar system northward at 43,200 mph - = the radii of the earth.
Or we are moving northward at 31680 feet per ½ second.

Here are two measurements based on 2228 meters. Christ was 22.28 years of age (1162.6 weeks Antechamber) when he married Lucifer in the flesh. Hebrew concordance 1966 is Lucifer.

The height of Australia’s highest mountain is Mount Kosciusko at 2228 meters. 2228 meters is 7309 feet. We measure from Nell Street Greensborough a line 7309 miles and from Kosciusko 7309 nautical miles.
Then from the North Pole we use the Hebrew and Greek concordance numbers, i.e. Word of God dictionary for the English King James 1611.

The first distance is the Greek concordance total 5624 as kilometres and the Hebrew 8674 also as kilometres on the

Same line from the North Pole. Where the two numbers 7309 miles and 7309 nautical miles cross the 8674 and 5624 km line we have a miracle.

The Mount Kosciusko peak is 169.4 nautical miles to Nell and Nell is 5813 kilometres to the pole and sits on the latitude that is 31680 kilometres around the earth while the number for the Hebrew 8674 if it were days is 3.168 years.

So we see how the mind of the Creator Lord Jesus, Yahweh and Christ the King of kings and Lord of lords is proving absolutely that no matter what theatre of existence Lucifer has thrown at him.

Matthew 1:23 has a Greek Gematria of 8880.

*Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us.*
Why 169.4 Nautical Miles? Emmanuel in the New Testament is 1694 in the Greek Concordance. (Astrology Virgo) Isaiah 9:6 raised from the dead April 6th and conceived April 6th 1943

And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots:

And Isaiah 11:1

And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots:

Both verses every 7th letter added = 888 Jesus.

Matthew 1:23 Behold, a virgin (Astrology Virgo) shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel, 1694 which being interpreted is, God with us.

Verse total in Greek Gematria is 8880. Christ was 8880 days old when in Port Alberni Canada he became a father via Lucifer the Harlot, on May 4th 1968 when he was 8880 days old and the sunrise to sunset was 888 minutes.

This links 888 Jesus to May 4th 2000 when all planets out to Saturn aligned, reveal my body weight of 222 pounds on all planets and the Sun 7353 pounds = the Shroud of Turin and there are 169.4 threads per inch width of the shroud weave. 1694 Greek concordance found in Matthew 1:23 Emmanuel that verse means God is with us, and has a gematria of 8880 and is the age in days when he became a father to Tracy-Lee in Port Alberni Canada, the sunlight from rise to sunset was 888 minutes.
The following are the coins placed over the eyes, Jewish burial tradition, and have been identified as 29 AD proving the Shroud as genuine, but never mentioned by the media who are owned by the same monsters that dominate the earth in all things. So we have to sneak up on it to checkmate it with your help.

The relentless ‘coincidences’ can only be intentional guided by the angels to get the job done.
As Jesus most often referred to Isaiah then these following verses must be a sign.

Isa 7:14 *Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a sign; Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel.* = English gematria 1064
Mat 1:23 *Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us.* English gematria 1204

Add the two 1064 + 1204 = 2268

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Greek for G2268</th>
<th>Ησαïας</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transliteration</td>
<td>saïas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronunciation</td>
<td>-sä- ˈäs (Key)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part of Speech</td>
<td>proper masculine noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root Word (Etymology)</td>
<td>of Hebrew origin H3470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDNT Reference</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline of Biblical Usage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Isaiah = “Jehovah’s help”
1) a famous Hebrew prophet who prophesied in the reigns of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah

If we add the two and divide to averages the two numbers we have yet another message. 2268 divided by 2 = 1134 and that number is wife. It is found once in the New Testament and points out women are equal to men and jointly share in the inheritance of everlasting life.

Next 888 the Jesus number in Isaiah that reveals the resurrection date, the 96th day of the year April 6th and the conception date of God in 1943 April 6th and his birth in 1944 11:1 the eleventh of January 1944.

Cook’s ship the Endeavour was the coal ship the SS Pembroke, the Earls of Pembroke were the Earls Marshall that had married into the royal line of the daughters of King William I the Lion King of Scotland, recommissioned on April 5th 1768. This is April 6th Australia. The date of the resurrection was April 6th 33 AD Australia time, my conception April 6th 1953 Sydney. Cook would later visit Easter Island; it was discovered on Easter Sunday on April 5th 1722. There are 888 statues on Easter Island; the island depicts Armageddon as the giant statues of the Lord are emerging from the side of the Volcano, i.e. the furnace of life.
Every 7th Hebrew letter total Jesus 888.

Another astrological sign was Pegusus; it opens like a window in October each year and is where they aimed the Hubble Telescope to peer into the darkest region of space, hoping to find the edge of the universe.

The idea was that light, according to Albert Einstein is the absolute limit of the speed of light at 186,282 miles per second and therefore light coming from the edge of the Universe would reveal infant galaxies, as the light arriving would be light originating 15 billion years ago.

Einstein’s famous $E = Mc^2$ is wrong as there is no limit to the speed of light and therefore when they aimed the telescope for several weeks they discovered that these baby embryonic galaxies expected were fully formed galaxies therefore proving Einstein was wrong.

They have been very quite about it as it proves Creation.
This in ancient time was the white horse Jesus was riding on his way to the Earth.

Rev 6:2 And I saw, and behold a white horse: and he that sat on him had a bow; and a crown was given unto him: and he went forth conquering, and to conquer.

Rev 19:11 And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat upon him [was] called Faithful and True, and in righteousness he doth judge and make war.

Another is the Dragon and the Lamb shown here as a bear to draw the student away from the lamb fighting the dragon.

Rev 12:7 And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels,

Rev 12:17 And the dragon was wroth with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant of her seed, which keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ.

Rev 13:4 And they worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the beast: and they worshipped the beast, saying, Who [is] like unto the beast? who is able to make war with him?
Rev 12:4 And his tail drew the third part of the stars of heaven, and
did cast them to the earth: and the dragon stood before the woman
which was ready to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon as it
was born.

The third part of heaven is now because the wrestling is space and
the pole star was not the pole star at the time of the Star of Bethle-
hem due to the Precession of the Equinox which is a wobble of the
Earth axis over 26,000 years.
Basically the entire earth is interrelated via specific numbers associated with time, distance, gematria, bible, astrology, astronomy etc. When we are dealing with Creation, no matter where you look, you will find intelligent design.

Very recently universities have become embroiled in is the study of DNA able to continue as a science without the express inclusion of intelligent design being the driving force behind all life.

Modern microscopes have delved into the cell revealing invisible forces that drive the intricate structure of cell division or repair, which suddenly stops when the animal dies. Christ has revealed the reason, when the soul leaves the life form, be it animal, vegetable or human being, the soul leaves and all activity suddenly ceases.
The red DNA is the double helix split apart by a machine, then another machine brings proteins, manufactured elsewhere to the assembly, the point being what moves these little machines about the fluid at phenomenal speed and is doing so every second you are alive and in all life forms the same production line is continually at work.

As said, if you were watching an animal in the lab reproducing the DNA faster than a jet engine, then suddenly the animal dies, all work stops.

Obviously the soul leaves and it is the spiritual blueprint these specks of matter obey while it, the soul is within the flesh and why? The soul is Ammah from the one original Creator.

There are 22 transfer molecules (green) for each of the 22 amino acids (pink), perhaps they should be named after the 22 Hebrew letters of the original Hebrew alphabet.
Bone marrow churns out 100,000,000,000,000 that is one hundred trillion molecules per second (red protein in this case is hemoglobin) or 144,000,000,000,000,000 per 24 hours

In a year 52,594,905,600,000,000,000.

Hebrew 5259 is nacak, meaning that is spread out, through the idea of fusion. From 5258 nacak to anoint a king.

Clearly the reproduction speed is beyond comprehension, more complex that scientists can grasp, yet the same numbers are found in the Pyramid.

Would is come as a surprise to learn the world famous DNA research laboratory in Sydney the Garvan Institutive has determined that Christ today has three unusual chromosomes, 3-4 and 13 and the number 3413 is Michael the archangel, the angel name of Jesus.

Is there any intelligent life out there? Well there is certainly not in here if you think God is incapable of doing all these things and arranging a few thousand words to align with His return to the earth as God Almighty.

Rev 12:7 And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels,

In Hebrew the name Michael is also found in 1Ch 5:13 And their brethren of the house of their fathers [were], Michael, and Meshullam, and Sheba, and Jorai, and Jachan, and Zia, and Heber, seven.

The verse which is the key of opening the genetic family tree of David within the Kings Chamber after the genetic lock on the door, the Antechamber at 116.26 P” wide was opened by the actions of
Christ during this lifetime that began when he was reborn on January 11th 1944.

He differs from his former self as Jesus as at that time prophecy predicted that he must accomplish a salvation breakthrough as promised by the prophets.

Not all of the prophecies could be fulfilled at that time. Reincarnation first mentioned in the book of Job but removed by the power behind the temple to deny hope to the masses. If a person suffering under their reign of terror, a zealot would easily stand up and fight if they were certain they would live again in a future time and as this was almost an unbearable time to be alive, what would they gain by remaining passive?

The prophecies of the end time man being reincarnated as the true King, and genetically descended from King David was another, it had to be a prophecy of the future years and as the chronograph of time was locked into the moon and read in the Great Pyramid.

Only the high priests were aware of it as like all things sacred, this information had been removed from public knowledge by the same priesthood.

The overall most important point churches deny is that when Jesus returns he will have a new name, Revelation 19:12.

He I will reveal that I am the person of the Father as the person of Jesus was in 33 AD to act out the son prophecy and make reference to himself as being the Father, i.e. The Father and I are one, if you have seen the Father you have seen me.

Jhn 14:7 If ye had known me, ye should have known my Father also: and from henceforth ye know him, and have seen him.

Or

Jhn 1:18 No man hath seen God at any time; the only begotten Son, which is in the bosom of the Father, he hath declared [him].

Jhn 5:37 And the Father himself, which hath sent me, hath borne witness of me. Ye have neither heard his voice at any time, nor seen his shape.

Jhn 6:46 Not that any man hath seen the Father, save he which is of God, he hath seen the Father.
Jhn 8:38 I speak that which I have seen with my Father: and ye do that which ye have seen with your father.

Jhn 14:7 If ye had known me, ye should have known my Father also: and from henceforth ye know him, and have seen him.

The vineyard prophecy is always ignored by the churches as it destroys Pharisee doctrine.

The parable is the Father, God, has established a vineyard ‘the world’ and lets it out to the religious men, the powers that control the temple.

God trusts them to listen to the prophets He will send, but greed takes over and they, the priesthood, treat the prophets and wise men shamefully killing some.

Then the Father sends the true heir of the vineyard, Jesus as the Son, surely the priesthood will recognize him and help him establish the kingdom.

They recognize him but refuse to hand over the vineyard and kill him.

Then the Father comes to the earth himself.

The prophecy then moves to Isaiah where in Isaiah 63 1 to 7 the Lord is seen coming from Bozrah. He has walked through the earth searching for anyone worth saving.

He is wearing a pure white garment (Holy Ghost of immortality and resurrection or reincarnation) and the dialogue, a question and answer, asks the Lord who answers several questions.

These are where we find the Romeo and Juliet code. The right hand man of King William was Edward de Vere (William Shakespeare) they appalled by the government dominated by Freemasonry, had altered the Freemason bible and inserted many counter Freemason codes.

When the manuscript was finally authorized by King James the Freemason scholars who had been delayed 18 months, rushed it into print not bothering to check the hand written original for changes.

It was a very dangerous thing for the King to have done as he would have been beheaded, as was his son Charles I. who ignored his father who toiled him never to become king.

In Romeo and Juliet Shakespeare gives us a clue, as he mentions Jesus as Jesu-Maria an Essen term that revealed God was male and
female Abbah and Ammah, the Father i.e. Jesus and Christ to come, and all mankind being the soul of the Mother of all living.

- Examining the play Romeo and Juliet, we find Shakespeare had inserted the name Jesus in the original Aramaic form of Jesu-Maria the actual name of Jesus.
- The first is Act II Scene III by Romeo’s father. The next is 20 dialogs later the Mercutio speaking to Benvolio.

- Mercutio speaking to Benvolio.
- ‘By Jesu, a very good blade!’
- Modern English.
- ‘By Jesus, this is a very good blade!’
- Then 86 dialogues later Romeo is addressed by his father.
- Act II Scene III
- ‘Jesu-Maria, what a deal of brine…’
• Romeo has fallen in love with Juliet he has returned after a late night, Friar Laurence questions him in regard to Romeo’s former love Rosaline Act II SCENE III.

• The names mentioned are Francis, Jesu-Maria, Rosaline. The point of these names have never been brought to public attention.

• Holy Saint Francis, what a change is here!
• Is Rosaline, that thou didst love so dear,
• So soon forsaken? young men’s love then lies
• Not truly in their hearts, but in their eyes.
• Jesu Maria, what a deal of brine
• Hath wash’d thy sallow cheeks for Rosaline!
• How much salt water thrown away in waste,
• To season love, that of it doth not taste!
• The sun not yet thy sighs from heaven clears,
• Thy old groans ring yet in mine ancient ears;
• Lo, here upon thy cheek the stain doth sit:
• If e’er thou wast thyself and these woes thine,
• Thou and these woes were all for Rosaline:
• And art thou changed? pronounce this sentence then.

• The rose line runs through Paris from the North Pole to the Equator 10,000 (10006 kilometres). They assumed it was 40,000 km around the earth. It is however 40024km.
• This use of the names Jesu-Maria tells us Shakespeare had a prior knowledge of the original Aramaic gospel which is a collection of 96 lessons, or lections entitled.
• Here beginneth the Gospel of the Perfect Life of
  • Jesu-Maria, the Christ,
  • the offspring of David through Joseph and Mary after the flesh, and the Son of God, through Divine Love and Wisdom, after the Spirit.

Jesu-Maria, a term found in the 96 Lections.

• Now Joseph was a just and rational Mind, and he was skilled in all manner of work in wood and in stone. And Mary was a tender and discerning Soul, and she wrought veils for the temple. And they were both pure before God; and of them both was Jesu-Maria who is called the Christ.

• 3. And the angel came in unto her and said, Hail, Mary, thou that art highly favoured, for the Mother of God is with thee: blessed art thou among women and blessed be the fruit of thy womb.
4. And when she saw him, she was troubled at his saying, and cast in her mind what manner of salutation this should be. And the angel said unto her, Fear not, Mary, for thou hast found favour with God and, behold, thou shalt conceive in thy womb and bring forth a child, and He shall be great and shalt be called a Son of the Highest.

And the Lord God shall give unto him the throne of his father David:

and he shall reign over the house of Jacob forever; and of his kingdom there shall be no end.

Sound familiar?
• He will reign over the world forever upon the throne of his father’s house Jacob (Israel) for ever.
• Not heaven, not from heaven, not as a spirit, over his father of the flesh here upon the earth.

• Now we look at what Shakespeare encoded in the words of the Friar.
• Note the words
• Rosealine = Rose Line,
  Francis = France,
  Jesu-Maria = Jesus and Mary
• Holy Saint Francis, what a change is here!
• Is Rosaline, that thou didst love so dear,
• So soon forsaken? young men's love then lies
• Not truly in their hearts, but in their eyes.
• Jesu Maria, what a deal of brine
• Hath wash'd thy sallow cheeks for Rosaline!
• How much salt water thrown away in waste,
• The rose line runs through the Louver and through a glass pyramid with 666 panes of glass. It's all to do with Mary Magdalene.

• As King James and Shakespeare (Edward de Vere the Earl of Oxley) perused the Bacon manuscript these brilliant minds became aware it was influenced by the Lucifer occult and recognised encoded messages in the manuscript intended only for the hierarchy of Freemasonry.
• James and Shakespeare countered the Bacon codes with the Shakespearian codes.
Bacon was the leading exponent of number codes in England, in more recent times there has been attempts to suggest Bacon was William Shakespeare because of the Shakespearian Nom number of the literary signature of Romeo and Juliet in its poetic similarities.

• The most famous words written and uttered by all Shakespearian actors recognizable world wide is in Romeo and Juliet ACT II Scene II.

• ‘O Romeo, Romeo! wherefore art thou Romeo ?’

• The words ‘wherefore art thou’ is the key.
• Today we can examine the linguistic style of the work and via the Nom number identify who edited the work.
• Its structure is identical to Romeo and Juliet.
• Shakespeare spent many years in France and Italy, as said he was also a linguist familiar with ancient languages.

• The most famous words written and uttered by all Shakespearian actors recognizable world wide is in Romeo and Juliet ACT II Scene II.
• ‘O Romeo, Romeo! wherefore art thou Romeo ?’
• The words ‘wherefore art thou’ is the key.
New Testament:-
Matthew 26:50 And Jesus said unto him, Friend, \textit{wherefore art thou} come? Then came they, and laid hands on Jesus and took him.

Old Testament:-
Isaiah 63:1 \textit{Wherefore \{art thou\}} red in thine apparel, and thy garments like him that treadeth in the winefat?

New Testament:-
\textit{wherefore art thou}

Old Testament:-
\textit{Wherefore \{art thou\}} (art though was added by the editor, Shakespeare)

These two have an English gematria of 412 and is the length of the Kings Chamber in pyramid inches.
Even today men will not accept they have a female soul, in Jesus times an absolute insult, and is why the end time coming of the Father as the man Christ who was Jesus, the trinity, is to Marry mankind, they the espousal and he the espoused.

es·pous·al (ē-spouzˈ, -sōˈl)  
n.  
1.  
a. A betrothal.  
b. A wedding ceremony.  
2. Adoption of an idea or a cause.

es·pouse (ē-spouzˈ)  
tr.v. es·poused, es·pous·ing, es·pous·es  
1.  
a. To take in marriage; marry.  
b. To give (a woman) in marriage.  
2. To give one's loyalty or support to (a cause, for example); adopt.

This the very first thing we see in the base of the Great Pyramid, 36524.24 less 286.1 = 36238.14 = 2861 and 3623

Mat 21:33 Hear another parable: There was a certain household, which planted a vineyard, and hedged it round about,
and digged a winepress in it, and built a tower, and let it out to husbandmen, and went into a far country:

Mat 21:39 And they caught him, and cast [him] out of the vineyard, and slew [him].

Mat 21:40 When the lord (God) therefore of the vineyard cometh, what will he do unto those husbandmen?

Mat 21:41 They say unto him, He will miserably destroy those wicked men, and will let out [his] vineyard unto other husbandmen, which shall render him the fruits in their seasons.

Jesus as Jesu-Maria, therefore when we find the same term in Romeo and Juliet and the most famous quote from it, Where for [art thou] We bring in the winepress, the pyramid and the coming of God to the Earth, the Father Himself. Shakespeare know it and had to be very cunning otherwise he would have faced the axe.

Mat 21:42 Jesus saith unto them, Did ye never read in the scriptures, The stone which the builders rejected, the same is become the head of the corner: this is the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes?

This one word had been changed from the original Aramaic gospel found in the Essene literature.

Jesus saith unto them, Did ye never read in the scriptures, The stone which the builders rejected, the same is become the head of the pyramid: this is the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes?

In Mark a similar account of the father coming to the 'vineyard' being the earth.

Mar 12:1 And he began to speak unto them by parables. A [certain] (Jesus) man planted a vineyard, and set an hedge about [it], and digged [a place for] the winefat, and built a tower, and let it out to husbandmen, (temple priests) and went into a far country. (Egypt)

Mar 12:2 And at the season he sent to the husbandmen a servant, that he might receive from the husbandmen of the fruit of the vineyard.

Mar 12:8 And they took him, and killed [him], and cast [him] out of the vineyard. (Crucifixion)
Mar 12:9  What shall therefore the lord of the vineyard do? (GOD the Father) he will come and destroy the husbandmen, and will give the vineyard unto others.

Luk 13:6  He spake also this parable; A certain [man] had a fig tree planted in his vineyard; and he came and sought fruit thereon, and found none.

Luk 13:7  Then said he unto the dresser of his vineyard, Behold, these three years I come seeking fruit on this fig tree, and find none: cut it down; why cumbereth it the ground?

Luk 20:9  Then began he to speak to the people this parable; A certain man planted a vineyard, and let it forth to husbandmen, and went into a far country for a long time.

Luk 20:10  And at the season he sent a servant to the husbandmen, that they should give him of the fruit of the vineyard: but the husbandmen beat him, and sent [him] away empty.

Luk 20:13  Then said the lord of the vineyard, What shall I do? I will send my beloved son: it may be they will reverence [him] when they see him.

Luk 20:15  So they cast him out of the vineyard, and killed [him]. What therefore shall the lord of the vineyard do unto them?

Luk 20:16  He shall come and destroy these husbandmen, and shall give the vineyard to others. And when they heard [it], they said, God forbid.

For this reason the genetic line descended from King William I. the Lion king of Scotland, his only surviving male son and his offspring, is the true royal line descended from David.
This is the ancient head of a lion and antique crown, the type used by King David, not the elaborate crowns that would later be manufactured as metal working changed over time. This is the original.

Now the code of the coming of God the father to the earth, Isaiah 63. The [art thou] was added by Shakespeare.

Who [is] this that cometh from Edom, with dyed garments from Bozrah? this [that is] glorious in his apparel, travelling in the greatness of his strength? I that speak in righteousness, mighty to save.

Wherefore [art thou] red in thine apparel, and thy garments like him that treadeth in the winefat?

I have trodden the winepress alone; and of the people [there was] none with me: for I will tread them in mine anger, and trample them in my fury; and their blood shall be sprinkled upon my garments, and I will stain all my raiment.

For the day of vengeance [is] in mine heart, and the year of my redeemed is come.

And I looked, and [there was] none to help; and I wondered that [there was] none to uphold: therefore mine own arm brought salvation unto me; and my fury, it upheld me.

And I will tread down the people in mine anger, and make them drunk in my fury, and I will bring down their strength to the earth.

He then makes reference to what Jesus accomplished, but he as the Father today is not so forgiving, i.e. judgement has come 'down to the earth.'

I will mention the lovingkindnesses of the LORD, [and] the praises of the LORD, according to all that the LORD hath bestowed on us, and the great goodness toward the house of Israel, which he hath bestowed on them according to his mercies, and according to the multitude of his lovingkindnesses.

For he said, Surely they [are] my people, children [that] will not lie: so he was their Saviour.

In all their affliction he was afflicted, and the angel of his presence saved them: in his love and in his pity he redeemed them; and he bare them, and carried them all the days of old.
But they rebelled, and vexed his holy Spirit: therefore he was turned to be their enemy, [and] he fought against them.

His garments of pure white Holy Spirit worn over the body and protect the flesh from death; the two are therefore a human being made immortal.

Next Revelation 19:11

And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat upon him [was] called Faithful and true, and in righteousness he doth judge and make war.

King genetically same man as Isaiah 63

His eyes [were] as a flame of fire, and on his head [were] many crowns; and he had a name written, that no man knew, but he himself.

And he [was] clothed with a vesture dipped in blood: and his name is called The Word of God.

And the armies [which were] in heaven followed him upon white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean.

The 144,000 reincarnated.

And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations: and he shall rule them with a rod of iron: and he treadeth the winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God.

19:16

And he hath on [his] vesture and on his thigh a name written, KING OF KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS.

Jesus words half of the two edged sword and God in the flesh as Christ King of kings and Lord of lords the second half of the two edged sword.
The sword from the moth is the truth that will set you free of the churches.

CANCER

A human body is 75% to 80% water and a human brain is 85% to 90% water.

In Melbourne Australia, the water supply was formerly an Australian Government owned utility.

It was sold to private enterprise and is now owned by an American front for the banks.

The water system draws water from various catchments, which are no longer natural water leveling of elements as the catchments areas have been leached clean by the 100 years of collecting water.

As a result the rain water retains a positive charge and makes its way into the treatment plants, then fluoride is added and the population can be targeted to become even more sluggish than usual or if the drugs are down on the chemist shelves the people can be made sick.

The poor areas are targeted by individual treatment plants. If an election is on the horizon the control chemicals are added, something like Germany did during WW2.

Two years ago the flue did not hit the west as planned and the sales plummeted and the stock market reflected the down turn.

Is there anyone out there that does not believe you are all fodder to
send to war to defend oil rights, sending your children to war and you at home are sheep to be exploited by the ravenous wolves in Wall Street?

Why is that 55% of all mortgage foreclosures are banks on mum and dad? Why is the parents of a young family targeted by the government to up interest rates so high that the parents are forced out into the street so that the government can suck up to Wall Street and be granted a good credit rating by Solomon Bros? They control inflation by upping interest rates on homes.
when occupy a country. Fluoride as a weapon was used at that time to dumb down the occupied people. The water report shown is for one of the poor areas of Melbourne where people are in the old age group.

Old aged area of Melbourne, water is designed to cause illness.
In the wealthy area like Toorak (TORAH) the water is piped from a different catchment which has none of the poisons that plaques Footscray.

The deadly Dibromochloromethane is not present, nor is the deadly Dichlorobromethane nor the deadly Bromoform or Chloroform or Tribhalomethanes. Why?
Missing from Western zones but added to Toorak is Nickel and Selenium and oddly, these are vital for a healthy mind and body.

The positive charge would normally attract elements in the catchments, however many of the elements beneficial to good health is no longer there, but aluminum is which is a certain causes of many illness in particular Alzimers

It is not possible to remove all of these nasties as the government hires experts to argue that this shit is good for you, doubtful that they would drink it themselves, personally I would not water the grass with it.
Compare the water report and the wealthy areas have magnesium, nickel, manganese, calcium, copper, all very good for your health but they do not have the deadly list of chemicals that the poor areas have.

**Dibromochloromethane**
Bromoform  

75-25-2

Hazard Summary-Created in April 1992; Revised in January 2000

Exposure to bromoform may occur from the consumption of chlorinated drinking water. The acute (short-term) effects from inhalation or ingestion of high levels of bromoform in humans and animals consist of nervous system effects such as the slowing down of brain functions, and injury to the liver and kidney. Chronic (long-term) animal studies indicate effects on the liver, kidney, and central nervous system (CNS) from oral exposure to bromoform. Human data are considered inadequate in providing evidence of cancer by exposure to bromoform, while animal data indicate that long-term oral exposure can cause liver and intestinal tumors. Bromoform has been classified as a Group B2, probable human carcinogen.

Of the THMM compounds,

Dibromochloromethane was the most closely associated with cancer risk, (0.6 ug/l to cause a one in one million cancer risk increase) followed in order by Bromoform, Chloroform, and Dichlorobromomethane.
These distinctions among the specific chemical by-products of is a result of toxicological, not epidemiological studies. Current regulations limit the concentration of these four chemicals added together (total trihalomethane or TTHM levels) to 100 ug/l. TTHM can be found in chlorinated water supplies and in the air of buildings where running water and showers release the chemicals into the room.

What effect on a person who consumed all of the above in a deadly cocktail over decades?

When a person is born they are given a ‘birth certificate. Australia and New Zealand were stolen from the native sovereign people by the English Admiralty. When a person is born, under Maritime Law, governing these nations, use the law of the sea like a ship when coming to port lets say for dry dock, a ship birthing, so that the ‘birthing’ laws are applied to a baby when he or she is born. The baby or ship receives a registration of birth being a birth certificate.

For 100 years the government has divided the baby into two entities, one a person and the other a corporation. If a person is charged with breaking the law, he or she is found guilty is ‘bankrupt’ until the dept is paid, be it a fine or jail.

At birth, unknown to the population, the government invests as a birth right, a sum of money to be the basis of worth of the corporate body the human baby will never be unaware of, and that money is used by the government through the world banking system to invest for the life of the human being, than at death the will of the human
being, unaware of the corporate money, bequeaths his or her estate
to relatives or whom ever they choose.

But the corporate investment and its accumulated wealth is paid to
the government. Therefore the more old people die off the better
for the government as they contribute nothing to the treasury and in
most cases drain off the treasury in old age pensions.

The quicker they die the better off the occult government and so in
all things the government undermines the person so that death re-
leases the corporate accumulated earnings.

The health insurance industry on the other hand drain the health
care by the government paying the exorbitant costs of health care
pharmaceuticals and do so out of general revenue paid by the masses
overall.
MIRACLE WATER

Christ discovered all of this in 2001 and set about finding the best water for human health on the planet.

He wrote in 2002

Historically well-known human cultures whose peoples routinely live from 120 to 140 years of age have given rise to stories of lost Shangri-La locations where people attain immortality.

These fall into 5 cultures, the Tibetans of northwest China, the Hunzakut of eastern Pakistan, the Georgians from Russia, the Vilcabamba of Ecuador and the Titicaca of the Peruvian Andes. They are all famous for there large number of centenarians. The Georgians consider "youth" to be from 0 to 80 years of age, "middle-age" from 80 to 100 years, and the seniors are those from 100 to 160 years of age!

Although the longest lived peoples all have differing lifestyles and locations, they have 6 common denominators:

1) They live at elevations ranging between 8,500 to 14,000 feet in mountain valleys,

2) The annual rainfall is less than 2 inches,

3) There is no heavy industry to pollute their air, food or water,

4) Western allopathic medicine was not historically available for them to take (they used herbs and natural remedies),

5) Their water source for drinking and irrigation comes from "glacial milk" water with precious ground-up minerals from glaciers that actually make the water look milky,

6) They use only natural fertilizers for their crops (manure, plant debris, irrigation with "glacial milk").

"Glacial milk" is a solution of ironically dissolved elements and suspension of finely ground rock dust with an average particle size of 7,000 times smaller than a human red blood cell. The bottom line is there are a lot of colloidal minerals ready for biological use in the water they consume and grow their crops with and in particular silver and magnesium.
In addition: I noticed that the Hunza have a lot more silver in their water. They also eat lot of apricot and the seed (roasted it seems). They do not suffer western illnesses period.

I concluded that my own illness had been caused by water I had been consuming since I returned from Canada, where I had my own lake water source supplied from glaciers in the region.

My sudden change of water was most evident in the taste, headaches, colds, flu and the setting in of arthritic aches and swollen joints and general poor health, hair loss and finally cancer.

My engineering background and knowledge allowed me to test methods of introducing pure minerals into water and add miniscule molecules of Silver and Magnesium, as the lack of magnesium is directly linked to 320 common and more often life shortening ailments, and is vital for the repair of cells.

The size of the molecules as well as the north south pole of the electrons in the water was what did the job. The water was best for severe health problems when either evaporated distilled or reverse osmosis or good spring water. Under no circumstances is tap water to be consumed.

By ultra slow ‘ripping’ of the silver and magnesium via electrolysis, enables the water to become charged, and sustain the minute molecules in the water, similar to the way we charge a battery.

The electrons however need to be degaussed and passed through a vastly powerful magnetic field to achieve the desired effect. Then a series of charge/time/current variation to achieve a spread of molecule sizes and we have Miracle Water.

One can cook with it all foods and advice using glass dishes; however it seems to have the same long term effect, the elimination of viruses.

In addition I built a 4 hertz DC reverse cycle generator which I copied from plans produced by Robert C Beck, which was from Dr. Kylie of the Albert Einstein University Hospital who claimed and was confirmed by Beck, that the device cured AIDS. Beck was involved in an AIDS study before he was apparently murdered to keep him quiet.

The AIDS cure was patented in 1990 and stopped. Beck had defied the system. In any event, there are two pounds of germs pathogens and viruses in the average adult.
By placing two electrodes, I use gold wrapped in cotton (silver or stainless steel will do) and soaked in salt water for conductivity, the circulatory system passes the entire blood capacity of the body past your wrists every 12 minutes. 2 hours a day for 22 days kills all of the above.

I confirmed the tests carried out by Dr. Beck, he reported that the untreated blood lived for 4 days on a slide, in laboratory condition but the treated blood lived for 54 days and finally was drying out and the test discontinued. He termed it Immortal Blood.

His sudden demise indicated he had to be silenced.

In my run up to developing the water to this present level, it was necessary to request a water report from Western City Water here in Melbourne. After strange defensive and evasive dialog, I insisted on the report and it was found that the water is not what it seems.

The treatment plants add or fail to remove, cyanide, chlorine, mercury, lead, fluoride and so on. If it was printed on a label stuck on a bottle of water sitting on a shelf at Safeway, no one would buy it. One would be loathed to pour it on the lawn. Yet the masses drink it, cook with it, bath in it, swim in it, water the lawn and wash their cloths in it. No wonder we are ill as a population.

Ironically, the FDA in America controls the ETA here and as the FDA is ‘bought’ by the multinationals who ‘volunteer’ medical and pharmaceutical experts, to sit upon review boards, for the FDA. Does a conflict of interest exist?

Not so they claim, the corporations state, in their defense, that they employ all the experts and none is otherwise available, and the integrity of these experts are above reproach and likewise these experts are best suited to make FDA approval or denial recommendations.

My various web pages have mysteriously vanished from the web, confirming my formula works. It is also illegal to say the word cure in association with any product. Many people have said however, after starting on Miracle Water, they are well on the way to recovery or have miraculously recovered. If these patients were also drinking DCA in their water they would certainly recover. Cancer is also caused by a fungus, it is killed with Bicarbonate of Soda in drinking water.
CANCER has been cured in Canada at a prestigious university laboratory. Unfortunately the news report on national TV stated that because the cure is due to a commonly available low cost chemical mixed with water, that it can not be patented and therefore no FDA or pharmaceutical corporation will make it available because there is no money in it.

The basic gist of the research report is that cancer cells rely on certain energy pathways that are different from normal cells, similar to the situation that occurs in what we medically call lactic acidosis.

Lactic acidosis, in very simple terms, occurs in our bodies when we are very ill or may be suddenly severely traumatized.

Our cells basically become starved for energy and switch into other energy pathways that rely less on oxygen, resulting in the production of lactic acid. As a result, large quantities of lactic acid circulate in our system, which can contribute to a significantly increased risk of death.

What the Alberta researcher hypothesized was that cancer cells work through similar metabolic pathways. If you could reverse them back to normal, then the cells would switch back to the typical energy pathway, and either die or convert to normal cells.

Where DCA, or dichloroacetic acid, fits into this theory is that it can apparently convert the bad metabolic pathways into good ones.
As noted in the conclusions of the study, it can do so selectively --
affecting cancer cells and not harming normal cells. According to the
authors of the report, DCA is nontoxic and is currently used in chil-
dren who have a rare genetic condition where they produce too much lactic acid.

None have been reported to be suffering from cancer.

So the question is are you in hell where demonic spirits infest the
evil willing to devour your soul, health, spirit and live via every
means you allow them to invent?

If this was not the case then there would be no reason for Jesus to
have followed the fall of man into a state of demonized hell. God
did not do it, man did.

So let’s finally look at the 5000 years old pre Adam fall into com-
plete devil worship, the Great Pyramid prophecy.

Jesus was born into hell following the fall of man to evil. The vine-
yard prophecy is fulfilled over time as the Pharisee have aligned with
Rome, adopted the Egyptian god of the Devil via the marrying of Jo-
seph, the seconds youngest son of Jacob Israel, who was favoured by
Jacob Israel, to inherit the kingdom of Israel.

Joseph had been raised up by Pharaoh and he married the daughter
of the high priest of the Devil Own. 204 in Hebrew (ON)

His sons Manasseh and Ephraim finally are presented to Jacob Israel,
but the old man blesses the younger son, Joseph is astonised, but the
old man tells him that Manasseh will become a great nation, but Ephraim will be the greater.

The English being demonic in spirit, had taken over the world via maritime law, they regarded themselves as Manasseh and America as Ephraim. Ephraim means Bethlehem.

They have the secrets of the pyramid as England to this day owns Egypt. They are aware that the 1521 P” long passage into the unfinished Queens Chamber is a future prophecy that will be fulfilled when God himself comes as Christ.

The missing capstone in the New Testament is numbered 204 the same number as the god of the Egyptian underworld the devil On.

The laws of inheritance must pass down to the offspring of Israel Jacob. Jacob the younger brother of Esau, accepted God as Lord and Esau did not and therefore became renamed Edom as was Jacob renamed Israel.

In the concordance the number for Israel in Hebrew is the number for Nazarene in Greek and therefore the reason for Jesus growing up in Nazareth becoming a Nazarene of the Nazarite religion, the higher priesthood of the Essene, which had fallen to the ways of the Pharisee, known as the Herodians and they were the group responsible for crucifying Jesus.

Matthew 22:15 Then went the Pharisees, and took counsel how they might entangle him in [his] talk.
And they sent out unto him their disciples with the Herodians, saying, Master, we know that thou art true, and teachest the way of God in truth, neither carest thou for any [man]: for thou regardest not the person of men. Tell us therefore, What thinkest thou? Is it lawful to give tribute unto Caesar, or not? But Jesus perceived their wickedness, and said, Why tempt ye me, [ye] hypocrites?

Mat 2:23 And he came and dwelt in a city called Nazareth: that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophets He shall be called a Nazarene.

Gen 32:28 And he said, Thy name shall be called no more Jacob, but Israel: for as a prince hast thou power with God and with men, and hast prevailed.

His brother Esau become Edom and is where Sodom was built, and is why Isaiah 63 has the story of the Lord God in the end time unable to find anyone worth saving and his treading of the nations and the people is referred to as blood of sour filthy rotten grapes, poisoning the Children, which is why the prophecy of suffer the little children not to come unto me applies.

Lot the father of the Ammonite and Moabite via incest with his daughters were the genetic line that survived the destruction of Sodom and Lot is numbered the same number in Greek as is Joshua (Jesus) in Hebrew and we find that number within the pyramid when we have assigned the pyramid inches of the ‘womb’ being 1114 P" total
The last solar eclipse is November 14th 2012, Prince Charles 64th birth date. It is lunation 1113. We divide 1113 by 36 = 30.91666 = Lot 3091 Greek concordance and 3091 Hebrew concordance is Joshua.

Now Ephraim likewise is the Hebrew word for Bethlehem therefore we see a pattern emerge, Jacob become Israel, Ephraim the son of the wife of Joseph the god of the Egyptian underworld, On, they these sons are via Jews law, Jews via the mother but the mother is Egyptian, and therefore Manasseh and Ephraim are not of the tribe of Judah the royal tribe they are of the Devil and it demands they rule the world via violence and fear, creating mayhem wherever possible.

But when Cook sailed on the heels of Wallis who discovered Tahiti along the 5000 mile latitude from the South Pole, they were stunned to discover, via the secret Admiralty orders to sail south to find an alternative to Australia and New Zealand as this was the prophecy, Joseph became not Egypt as thought but the United States and Australia Ephraim, i.e. Bethlehem and would you know it, is where God himself is born to the earth.

Dies on the cross, passes into the downward slope 26 feet to then travel 286.1 P" where there is an upward tunnel through the bedrock where it reaches a natural grotto a tomb. From the tomb the red square is the exit point into the Grand Gallery and the floor level of the passage into the unfinished Queens bridal chamber.

We see the satanic effect when we measure from the North Pole the Lot or Joshua number 3091 in miles as it locates the Bohemian Grove
where the Illuminati hold satanic rituals each year and all of the world leaders attend to be given their orders for the coming year.

And what ritual god do they sacrifice young children too? Molech. It was Solomon (Freemasonry) that built an altar to Chemosh, Ball a god of the Moabite from Sodom. 1Ki 11:7 Then did Solomon build an high place for Chemosh, the abomination of Moab, in the hill that [is] before Jerusalem, and for Molech, the abomination of the children of Ammon.

Did he do this to please his wives, as he had married 300 women and 700 concubines, their nations paid him 666 talents of god tribute each year? This is the 666 of Revelation 13:18 being the driving fixation of Freemasonry.

Ronald Reagan, Richard Nixon at the Bohemian Grove.
Now the weight of gold that came to Solomon in one year was six hundred threescore and six talents of gold,

1Kings 10:14

Easter Island

One of the most remote islands on earth, a location so remote the Dutch discovered it by accident on April 6th 1722.

After Wallis discovered Tahiti in 1767 he sailed to Easter Island. Why?

The British Admiralty had an agenda, they had the secrets of the Great Pyramid and all the wonders of Creation revealed in the ancient books as well as the Great Pyramid.

What they know had to be kept secret from the masses and by then they had the Freemason controlled bible.

On Easter Island there are 888 statues, now we know that the number 888 is the Greek gematria for the word Jesus, which is readily available to any university student in Scotland and England had to speak Greek before they could enroll as a student, and gematria is common in Greek and Hebrew as it was in all ancient languages.

It was the Catholic Church who decreed that anyone found studying geometry, the scriptures or gematria was burned at the stake.

So we have a situation of secret occult deep within governments.
STRAWMAN

SEC fillings for AUSTRALIA under British rule.

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA registered in the UNITED STATES SECURITIES EXCHANGE COMMISSION as CIK (0000805157).

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
CIK (0000805157)
SIC: 8880 - American Depositary Receipts
State location: DC | Fiscal Year End: 0630

Business Address
1601 MASSACHUSETTS AVE NW
C/O AUSTRALIAN EMBASSY
WASHINGTON DC 20036

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA [SEC filing in Washington DC in 1934 already].

The Australian, New Zealand, Canadian and United States and probably many other countries of the former British Empire, invest 1,000,000 US dollars in a corporate account in what is known as a STRAWMAN.

The term STRAWMAN is like a human being but not human.
The governments covertly register a new born child as a corporation, the invested money can then be used to invest or manipulate to run the nation. When that person dies, the money invested has become a fortune, and is paid back to the government.

The person has been manipulated all of his or her life, yet that same person may have suffered many hard times during his or her life, homeless on the street for example, yet in the corporate entity in his or her name, there is a vast sum of money building up daily.

(1) STRAW MAN- BACKGROUND

(This information was compiled from several different documents and sources in order to provide a simple explanation. Grateful thanks to the author).

When we turned in our gold, we just volunteered to be citizens of the jurisdiction of the ten miles square of Washington D.C. and their laws. We became 14th Amendment Citizens. Our birth certificates, the title to our bodies, were registered at the Department of Commercial. This title to our bodies, all of our property and all of our future labor, was pledged to the International Bankers as security for the money owed in bankruptcy. This was done under the authority of commercial law (Babylonian law) by and through Title. The American People were not in bankruptcy. Only the Corporate UNITED STATES was in bankruptcy. But with the US Corporation holding the title to your body and life, you could be used for collateral to secure the national debt through the birth certificate given by parents voluntarily to be entered into the Commercial Registry. This act, in commerce, gave Title to your body by way of a “constructive” contract.

Next, the government created an artificial 'person' in your name, a corporation, a fictitious entity to take its place in a virtual reality of contract law and corporations. By and through an adhesion contract, the government then made you, the real man or woman, responsible for that fictional entity, a fiduciary and surety for an artificial entity. Your artificial entity secured the National debt and through it, you
became a 14th Amendment Citizen of the UNITED STATES. In other words, they got you to think and act as though you really were that fictional entity. You agreed by your action or failure to act. **YOU adhered to a contract offer because you thought or acted as though you were the receiver of the offer. In doing so, you were presumed to have ACCEPTED THE CONTRACT.**

All licenses and all existing contracts are made between the UNITED STATES or THE STATE OF (whatever state you live in) and your artificial entity. That fictitious entity binds you to the UNITED STATES and its sub-corporations because they have, through adhesion contract, **made you, the real man or woman, fiduciary and responsible for that artificial entity.** Of course, you voluntarily sign, and even request, all those contracts, don’t you? It seems to be your name, although you probably never spell it all in capital letters as they do. They wish for you to think nothing of the aberration, perhaps just something they do to be clear and error-free.

All of these contracts you sign carry with it your agreement to obey and uphold all the laws, rules and regulations passed by the Congress of the UNITED STATES CORPORATION and THE STATE OF. . . . And will be enforced against you.

From that day forward, we the People, once upon a time sovereigns who created government for our convenience and welfare, could never own property **in allodium** because the state now had possession of it all. In 1964, the state obtained title to all private property. You can only “rent” homes that you believe you own by paying taxes. You only have a certificate of title to the car you think you own, and you continue to drive it because of your yearly fee. The state owns the true title to our homes, our cars, to everything we thought or think we own. You married the state through your marriage license and your children became wards of the state. All of this was pledged, including all the fruits of your future labor, to the bankers as security against the national debt and was placed in the possession of the Secretary of State of each state as an agent for the Trustee of the Bankruptcy, the U.S. Secretary of Treasury. **Not knowing the rules of the game you went directly to jail, you could not pass GO and you could not collect $200.**
Cows in the Pasture or Freedom: the Hidden Choice

The way out of this is dilemma can be very complex. In fact, its complexity was intentional. Roosevelt had violated the law by placing us into servitude without our consent. Congressman Louis T. McFadden brought formal charges against the Federal Reserve and the Secretary of the Treasury and was coming dangerously close to calling for impeachment of Franklin D. Roosevelt. Two months AFTER the Executive Order, on June 5, 1933, the Senate and House of Representatives, 73d Congress, 1st Session, at 4:30 pm approved House Joint Resolution (HJR) 192: Joint Resolution To Suspend The Gold Standard And Abrogate The Gold Clause, Joint Resolution to assure uniform value to the coins and currencies of the United States, which formally declared the bankruptcy of the UNITED STATES.

FDR by Executive Order declared the people outside federal territories to be the enemy by illegally altering the Trading with the Enemy Act of 1861, revised 1918.

The creation of Federal Zone citizenship further tightened up when you applied for your Social Security number after 1935. The benefits offered by this contract were hurriedly and voluntarily entered into when the Social Security Act was signed into law. Further contracts were to be entered into and license to be applied for—all voluntary actions. We unknowingly were entering into lifelong servitude to receive the benefits of the Lord of the Manor. We had descended into feudal vassalage without recognizing it.

This system of negotiable paper binds all corporate entities of government together in a vast system of commercial agreements and is what has altered our court system from one under the Common Law to a Legislative Article I Court, or Tribunal, system of commercial law. Those persons brought before this court are held to the letter of every statute of government on the federal, state, county, or municipal levels unless they have exercised the REMEDY provided for them within that system of Commercial Law whereby, when forced to use a so-called "benefit" offered, or available, to them, from government, they may reserve their former right, under the Common Law guarantee of same, not to be bound by any
contract, or commercial agreement, that they did not enter knowingly, voluntarily, and intentionally. Howard Freeman
http://www.deoxy.org/lib/2us.htm

In 1976, Congress took away any semblance of law or justice left within our court system. All law today is now construed, constructed and made up by the judge as it happens before your very eyes. Common law has almost disappeared from the courts. They took away any control or authority we might have had over the court system. This has been very well hidden from all of us.

Many of us going into court often wonder why and how the courts can simply override the laws we put into our paperwork. It’s very simple now that we know how they do it. They operate on the words ‘construe and construct.’

A simple word such as ‘in’ changed to ‘at’ as in ‘at law’ or ‘in law’ has a totally separate meaning. For example: If you’re in the river, you are wet, you can swim, etc., but if you’re at the river, you might enjoy a refreshing picnic, play baseball or run races. See the difference a simple word can make? And, the attorneys often change this word when they answer your motions – in addition to many others.

It will pay you in dividends to read the answers of attorneys to your paperwork. Compare what they say the case law says to the actual case law itself. You’ll discover that they have actually changed the words therein. This is illegal, you might say. No, not, according to the US Code.

You see, they can now construe and construct any law or statute to mean whatever they decide it means, for their benefit. You don’t know any of this. You think they are railroading you in a kangaroo court. No, they are ‘legal’ in what they do. They usually follow the law to the letter; their law, private law, the law of contract, that you know nothing about. This law is called contract law.

If you don’t understand contract law or realize what law you are dealing with when you go into court, you will lose. Even if you have filed your UCC-1 and have captured your Title and your artificial entity, this makes no difference in the above courts. Why? They operate in total fiction, in the land of Oz. 178
They can only recognize contracts. And you are a real sentient being. (Still with numerous adhesion contracts attached to you). Whatever you file in that court, whether it is your UCC-1 or Law from the Judicial and Original Jurisdiction side, that is real, Lawful, truth. **They do not recognize truth of any sort. They only recognize fiction and contract law.** So, when you go into any court, be aware that it is their law, that the judge or the prosecutor can 'construe' and 'construct' that law in any fashion they choose. It will always mean what they choose it to mean.

So, are the courts bound by the Constitution? Law? Statutes? No, contracts only and the statutes used to enforce the contracts.

When used in conjunction with one's signature, a stamp stating **"Without Prejudice U.C.C. 1-207"** is sufficient to indicate to the magistrate of any of our present Legislative Tribunals (called "courts") that the signer of the document has reserved his Common Law right. He is not to be bound to the statute, or commercial obligation, of any commercial agreement that he did not enter knowingly, voluntarily, and intentionally, as would be the case in any Common Law contract.

Furthermore, pursuant to U.C.C. 1-103, the statute being enforced as a commercial obligation of a commercial agreement, must now be construed in harmony with the old Common Law of America, where the tribunal/court must rule that the statute does not apply to the individual who is wise enough and informed enough to exercise the remedy provided in this new system of law. He retains his former status in the Republic and fully enjoys his unalienable rights, guaranteed to him by the Constitution of the Republic, while those about him "curse the darkness" of Commercial Law government, lacking the truth needed to free themselves from a slave status under the Federal United States, even while inhabiting territory foreign to its territorial venue. Howard Freeman

**Summary of Historical Development**

**Me and My Shadow: the Fictional STRAWMAN**

The elected and appointed administrators of govern-
ment United States government have been filing certified copies of all our birth certificates in the United States Department of Commerce as registered securities. These securities, each of which carries an estimated $1,000,000 value, have been (and still are) circulated around the world as collateral for loans, entries on the asset side of ledgers, etc., just like any other security. There's just one problem—we didn't consciously authorize it. Now that you know, you can choose to let them use you for collateral and pay interest on the debt or you can take back your power and sovereignty.

The United States is a District of Columbia corporation. In Volume 20: Corpus Juris Sec. 1785 we find "The United States government is a foreign corporation with respect to a State" (NY re: Merriam 36 N.E. 505 1441 S. 0.1973, 14 L. Ed. 287). Since a corporation is a fictitious "person" (it cannot speak, see, touch, smell, etc.), it cannot, by itself, function in the real world. It needs a conduit, a transmitting utility, a liaison of some sort, to "connect" the fictitious person, and the fictional world in which it exists, to the real world. Why is this important?

LIVING people exist in a real world, not a fictional, virtual world. But government exists in a fictional world, and can only deal directly with other fictional or virtual persons, agencies, states, etc. In order for a fictional person to deal with real people there must be a connection, a liaison, a go-between. This can be something as simple as a contract. When both "persons", the real and fictional, agree to the terms of a contract, there is a connection, intercourse, dealings, there is communication, an exchange. There is business.

But there is another way for fictional government to deal with the real man and woman—through the use of a representative, a liaison, a go-between. Who is this go-between that connects fictional government to real men and women? It's a government-created shadow, a fictional man or woman, a corporation with the same name as yours.

This PERSON was created by using your birth certificate as the Manufacturer's Certificate of Origin (MCO) and the state in which you were born as the "port of entry." This gave fictional UNITED STATES government a fictional PERSON with
whom to deal directly. This PERSON is a STRAWMAN.

**STRAMINEUS HOMO**: Latin - A man of straw, one of no substance, put forward as bail or surety. This definition comes from Black's Law Dictionary, 6th Edition, page 1421. Following the definition of STRAMINEUS HOMO in Black's we find the next word, STRAWMAN.

**STRAWMAN**: A front, a third party who is put up in name only to take part in a transaction. Nominal party to a transaction, one who acts as an agent for another for the purpose of taking title to real property and executing whatever documents and instruments the principal may direct. Person who purchases property for another to conceal identity of real purchaser or to accomplish some purpose otherwise allowed.

Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary defines the term "STRAWMAN" as "A weak or imaginary opposition set up only to be easily confuted; or a person set up to serve as a cover for a usually questionable transaction".

The STRAWMAN can be summed up as an imaginary, passive stand-in for the real participant; a front; a blind; a person regarded as a nonentity. The STRAWMAN is a "shadow", a go-between.

For quite some time a rather large number of people in this country have known that a man or woman's name, written in ALL CAPS, or last name first, does not identify real, living people. Taking this one step further, the rules of grammar for the English language have no provisions for the abbreviation of people's names, i.e. initials are not to be used. As an example, John Adam Smith is correct. ANYTHING else is not correct. Not Smith, John Adam or Smith, John A. or J. Smith or J.A. Smith or JOHN ADAM SMITH or SMITH, JOHN or any other variation. NOTHING, other than John Adam Smith identifies the real, living man. All other appellations identify either a deceased man or a fictitious man such as a corporation or a STRAWMAN.

Over the years, government, through its "public" school system, has managed to pull the wool over our eyes and keep us all ignorant of some very important facts. Because all facets of the media have an ever increasing influence in our lives, and because media is controlled (with the issuance of li-
licenses, etc.) by government and its agencies, **we have slowly and systematically been led to believe that any form/appellation of our name is, in fact, still us as long as the spelling is correct. This is not true.**

We were never told, with full and open disclosure, what our government officials were planning to do ... and why. We were never told that government (the United States) was a corporation, a fictitious "person". **We were never told that government had quietly, almost secretly, created a shadow corporation, a STRAWMAN for each and every American ... so that government could not only control the people, but also raise an almost unlimited amount of revenue; so it could continue, not just to exist, but to GROW.**

We were never told that when government deals with the STRAWMAN it is not dealing with real, living men and women. We were never told, openly and clearly with full disclosure of all the facts, that since June 5, 1933, we have been unable to pay our debts. **We were never told that we had been pledged (and our children, and their children, and their children) as collateral, mere chattel, for the debt created by government officials who created treason in doing so.**

We were never told that they quietly and cleverly changed the rules, even the game itself, and that the world we perceive as real is in fact fictional - and its all for their benefit. **We were never told that the STRAWMAN—a fictional person, a creature of THE STATE—is subject to all the codes, statutes, rules, regulations, ordinances, etc. decreed by government, but that WE, the real man and woman, are not.** We were never told that we were being treated as property, as slaves, albeit comfortably for some, while living in the land of the free—**and that we could, easily, walk away from the fraud.** We never realized that we were being abused. **By knowing the difference between our real self and our STRAWMAN and behaving accordingly, we regain our proper sovereignty over "legal fictions" and the ability to experience true freedom which is our birthright, for the enjoyment of the Divine in us all.**

There's something else you should know: Everything, since
June 1933, operates in COMMERCE. Why is this important? Commerce is based on agreement, on contract. Government has an implied agreement with the STRAWMAN which they created and the STRAWMAN is subject to government rule, as we illustrated above. But when we, the real flesh and blood man and woman, infer that they are trying to communicate with us and therefore step into their commercial "process" we become the "surety" for the fictional STRAWMAN. Reality and fiction are reversed. We then become liable for the debts, liabilities and obligations of the STRAWMAN, relinquishing our real (protected by the Constitution) character as we stand in for the fictional STRAWMAN.

So that we can once again place the STRAWMAN in the fictional world and keep ourselves in the real world (with all our "shields" in place against the fictional government) we must send a non-negotiable (private) "Charge Back" and a non-negotiable "Bill of Exchange" to the United States Secretary of the Treasury, along with a copy of our birth certificate, the evidence, the Manufacturer’s Certificate of Origin of the STRAWMAN. By doing this we discharge our portion of the public debt, releasing us, the real man or woman, from the debts, liabilities and obligations of the STRAWMAN. Those debts, liabilities and obligations exist in the fictional commercial world of "book entries" on computers and/or in paper ledgers. It is a world of "digits" and "notes", not of money and substance. Property of the real man once again becomes tax exempt and free from levy.

Sending the non-negotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Title 26 USC section 163(h)(3)(B)(ii), $1,000,000 limitation: "The aggregate amount treated as acquisition indebtedness for any period shall not exceed $1,000,000 ($500,000 in the case of a married individual filing a separate return)."

This $1,000,000 account is for the STRAWMAN, the fictional "person" with the name in all caps and/or last name first. It is there for the purpose of making book entries, to move figures, "digits" from one side of ledgers to the other. Figures, digits, the entries in ledgers must move from asset side to debit side and back again, or commerce dies. No movement, no commerce.
The fictional persona of corporate government can only function in a functional commercial world, one where there is no real money, only fictional funds ... mere entries, figures, digits.

**Corporate, STATE courts only have jurisdiction over the STRAWMAN.** A presentment from fictional government—whether traffic citation or criminal charges—is a negative, commercial "claim" against the STRAWMAN. This "claim" takes place in the commercial, fictional world of government. "Digits" move from one side of your STRAWMAN account to the other, or to a different account. This is today's commerce. In the past we have addressed these "claims" by fighting them in court, with one "legal process" or another, and failed. We have played the futile, legalistic, charade—a very clever distraction—while the commerce game played on. We were playing checkers whereas the rules were MONOPOLY.

But what if we refused to continue playing the charade, and played the commerce game instead? **What if we learned how to control the flow and movement of entries, figures and digits, for our own benefit?** Is that possible? And if so, how? How can the real man in the real world, function in the fictional world in which the commerce game exists?

**When in commerce do as commerce does - use the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC).** The UCC-1 Financing Statement is the one contract in the world that CANNOT be broken and it’s the foundation of the Accepted for Value process. The power of this document is awesome.

Since the TDA exists for the STRAWMAN - who, until now, has been controlled by the government - WE can gain control and ownership of the STRAWMAN by first activating the TDA and then filing a UCC-1 Financing Statement. This does two things for us.

**First, by activating the TDA we gain limited control over the funds in the account.** This allows us to also move entries, figures and digits ... for OUR benefit.

Secondly, by properly filing a UCC-1 Financing Statement we
become the “holder in due course” of the STRAWMAN. A filed UCC-1 is public notice of a registered lien by a real human being who is the secured party, upon the STRAWMAN, the government-created, foreign non-registered corporation. With the STRAWMAN under our control, government has no access to the TDA and they also lose their go-between, their liaison, their connection to the real, living man and woman. No longer a subject, you become a free sovereign once again. You declare your independence!

From now on, when presented with any "claim" or presentation from government, you will agree with it. This removes the "controversy." And you “accept it for value.” By doing this you remove the negative claim against your account and become the "holder in due course" of the presentation. As holder in due course you can require the sworn testimony of the presenter of the "claim" under penalty of perjury and request the account be properly adjusted.

You don’t have liability for your STRAWMAN. If you do commercial assignments, you have an asset called a Bill of Exchange which you can spend out. The birth certificate represents the body. The SSN represents the commercial account. Behind every birth certificate is a $1,000,000 bond which is pre-paid financing on any activity of the STRAWMAN. Some people have used their TDA to pay off their home or commercial mortgage, bank or student loans, tax liens, or credit card debt.

When you own your STRAWMAN and anyone else charges against HIM, then that is commercial trespassing. If anyone goes after your STRAWMAN and wins any monetary award against the fiction of your STRAWMAN, then you (the real person/ secured party) get the first $1,000,000 of that because you have the first lien.

It's all business, a commercial undertaking, and the basic procedure is not complicated. In fact, it's fairly simple. We just have to remember a few things, like: this is not a "legal" procedure - we're not playing People's Court. This is commerce, and we play by the rules of commerce. We accept the "claim", become the holder in due course, and challenge whether or not the presenter of the "claim" had/has
the proper authority, the Order, to make the claim (debit our account) in the first place. When they cannot produce the Order (they never can, it was never issued) we request the account be properly adjusted (the charge or claim goes away). **Always Accept for Value, become the holder-in-due-course, and decide not to prosecute yourself! Are you getting used to this power yet?**

If they don't adjust the account a request is made for the bookkeeping records showing where the funds in question were assigned. This is done by requesting the Fiduciary Tax Estimate and the Fiduciary Tax Return for this claim. Since the claim has been accepted for value and is pre-paid, and our TDA is exempt from levy, the request for the Fiduciary Tax Estimate and the Fiduciary Tax Return is valid because the information is necessary in determining who is delinquent and/or making claims on the account. If there is no record of the Fiduciary Tax Estimate and the Fiduciary Tax Return, we then request the individual tax estimates and individual tax returns to determine if there is delinquency.

If we receive no favorable response to the above requests, we will then file a currency report on the amount claimed/assessed against our account and begin the commercial process that will force them either to do what is required or **lose everything they own!**

This is the power of contracts in commerce. A contract overrides the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and any other document other than another contract. **No process of law—"color" of law under present codes, statutes, rules, regulations, ordinances, etc.—can operate upon you; no agent and/or agency of government, including courts, can gain jurisdiction over you, without your consent! You do not exist within their fictional commercial venue.**

The Accepted for Value process gives you the ability to deal with "them," through the use of your transmitting utility/go-between, the STRAWMAN, and to hold them accountable in their own commercial world for any action(s) they attempt to take against us. **Without a proper Order (and we know they're not in possession of such a document) they must leave us alone, or pay the consequences.**
In addition to your own freedom reclaimed, you will remove your collateral and participation from the frauds, manipulations, and extortion that have been perpetrated in your name. When enough people have reclaimed their birthright, we can also reclaim our constitutional republic that was intended to serve us in protecting our life, liberty and pursuit of happiness.

WHAT CAN YOU DO? Stop playing THEIR game. Take back your power. Stop paying taxes that are not legal or lawful. Stop paying bills you don't really owe. Stop using THEIR money. There ARE ways if you open your mind and look for the gaps in their fences that keep the sheep in their pasture. Are you chattel or a real person? You are the one who makes that choice.

May 2008

FOREX

Since birth a million dollars USA has been deposited in your Birth Right account. It was stolen from the Australian treasury and placed into the International banking corporate system.

In the USA the Federal Reserve was taken over by the Khazar banking system in London, the Rothschild dynasty.

The nations were manipulated into floating currencies and this enabled the greatest scam in history.

First if 1 dollar is deposited in any bank in the USA the bank can then borrow 7000 dollars for each dollar deposited. Why? The logic is that a child will stay with the bank for the rest of its life and therefore is a surety.

In the International trade on currencies, as the banks are all one entity and do the bidding of the central bank in the banker’s miles in London. Trade in currencies are carried out via the International Forex system. If you as an individual contact the Forex brokers you can download a live chart of money fluctuations and trade back and forth.

Lets say Wall Street has been told by London they must up the price
of crude because there is a thunder storm near the gulf, or some other bullshit reason, the price is reflected in the stock market were
greed and fear dominate trading.

The oil dependant nations currency dip a few percent over two days or so, and a trend sets the wave of trading to buy US and sell Euro’s or any of 200 combinations, Malay US or Malay Euro or pound or Aussie dollar and so on.

But as the banks are controlled on either side of the pond, they can also buy and sell via associated companies or banks etc, and will buy and wait for a spike, which is caused by a controlled moment when banks or traders simultaneously sell and the spike will hit for a few seconds, to then drop back and average a slow graph line for the 24 hour day.

However when you invest 5000 in the Forex you have the control of 100 times 5000 which is 500,000 and if you guessed correctly and the dollar dropped 1 cent in a day and you bail out, you make 1% on 500,000 you make 5000.

Suddenly we see the big picture.

Banks take your deposited cheque, and then take three days to clear it; the funds are off in cyber space, immediately withdrawn from the account holder and delayed 3 days so that the banks have this free cash to play Forex with.

In New York big accounts can trade at 400 to 1 ratio. So 5000 can gain 20,000. Now a bank can not loose as they hang on as long as it takes right? Wrong, they play both sides of the track, in other words you are restricted to trade one set of currencies they are not they buy and sell the Aussie dollar against the US for example and at the same time the US against the Aussie, one waiting to gain value in the USA dollar and the other waiting to gain value in the Aussie. They do this with free money, no commissions, no risk, so in any given day the banks are controlled when and how much to trade and no matter what currency the swing is small but when it is a daily second by second spike and valley they can sell or buy all day long up and down as it is all manipulated.

Governments encourage young families to have children, in Australia 5000 baby bonus. Who is paying for it? General Revenue. Then as each has 1000000 in a ‘STRAWMAN company person the child will never know about, the currency, misappropriated from General Revenue is available for currency transactions. However Howard Costello during the period of the last Liberal government in Australia played with General Revenue and lost 7 billion. But so what, all the
people are numbed down by fluoride in the water and a deluge of propaganda via the ASIO agents who sit on all Media controlling who gets to say what and when.

Can you imagine that the population born into the Birth Right Scam could be as high as 15,000,000 babies and at 1,000,000 per birth certificate Strawman Account that is $15,000,000,000,000 then let us take a wild stab and say they play FOREX with it, then at 400 to 1 ratio = a controlled gamble of $6,000,000,000,000,000

Because you as fodder obey the media and believe in your government, churches and other mental crutches, what would you say if you heard me on the radio one fine day?

Lunatic? Madman? If Jesus was back they would tell us?

FOX FM.

On the morning of July 14th\textsuperscript{th} 2008 I was sitting in my computer room, writing this book. Janelle Margaret, my foremost supporter and my second wife. Phoned me from Bowral in the Southern Highland near Sydney.

She had been talking to Fox FM in Sydney, the Kyle Sandilands and Jackie O Fox FM morning radio show.

Kyle Sandiland is a very likeable fellow, hard nosed and to the point, a man who is also a well known TV personality. Jackie was skeptical and I overheard Kyle say, what it is him?

Janelle is a woman who is an angel in disguise; she is a relentless zealot afraid of nothing and had convinced them to interview me. They then phoned me, and started the interview going out live.

The show, I was later told had a tongue in cheek ‘call in if you are a Jesus look alike,’ or some such theme, in any case the idea seemed to perhaps be triggered by the Pope visit to Sydney. The conversation started by announcing that they had on line Brian Leonard Golightly Marshall, who says he is Jesus.

Kyle asked me what they should call me Jesus or Brian, and I replied what ever.

As the interview continued they asked me why I thought I was Jesus and I told them how it had started as a child with visions, seeing ghosts that were verified by my parents, spoken to by an angel who told me to climb a fence when I was 4 years old and go into the
house next door, talked me through the silent house to discover a woman electrocuted on the bathroom floor with her little baby boy asleep behind the door in the corner, lead him out and then tell my mother.

I did and but she a woman of hard emotions, very intelligent and one eyed, spotted the splinters in my fingers and toes and told me to sit as she went for a needle to dig them out.

I bolted for the door and the voice told me to go back so this time I jumped from the gate on our side down the 6 foot high fence to the grass and back inside as the small boy was back with his mother, again in the same corner. By then she had turned a mottled blue. She was obviously not dead the first time in and had my mother listened she may have been saved. I led the child out, made the screen door secure so he could not get back in and again told my mother, she however scorned by my sudden disappearance was determined to dig out the splinters.

Later, much later, she stood looking out the kitchen window at the house, and the penny dropped, after all I never lied, I was begging her, she had ignored me, the lady by now had died and my mother turned and said, stay here, went to the house front door and I watching from the verandah, saw her run out calling Mrs. Brazier down the street to ring an ambulance.

Ironically the young woman was the daughter of the lady across the street named Stiff. I saw my mother go to her door and tell her that her daughter was dead. And they later walked across the road to the house. Later still the ambulance arrived and then her husband came home and had to be told.

Another twist was that Mrs. Stiff had also lost a son in the same house some time before.

I ten told Kyle and Jackie that many things occurred, the vision in the Catholic School yard, Saint Bernard’s in Botany, when as a boy two older boys were arguing the point, Jesus was a Pharisee and the other a Sadducee, a became enraged and screamed Jesus was an Essene. I had no idea, I was a little boy, but suddenly the information poured out and at the same moment a vision occurred.

I was on the outskirts of Nazareth, we had been walking from Egypt, Mary called me to keep up, she was apparently tired and I dordling and had stopped waiting for Joseph who had gone into see old friends in the synagogue.
Mary called me and I ran to her side, she was a tall slim woman, blue eyes, fine features, look English was a slight tan, her hair although covered was dark brown and curly.

She said Jesus, we are Essene and if the Jews find out they will kill us, and I was never to talk about it.

(Looking back Joseph had come out of the synagogue and had his arms around the shoulders of two smaller men in black, he a big man was wearing grey, a long garment, with a stripe down the left side, 3 inches wide with red and black thing striped on either side with darker grey between.)

The point being she spoke to me as Jesus and I was participating in the vision as opposed to watching it as a dream. It was real.

I told of crashing a logging truck in Canada February 14th 1978. I explained how the truck had turned over into a stand of trees 185 feet from the road to the valley floor, yet I was lifted up through a light and it was there I was told who I was in the heavenly realm. My task was to work it all out and from then on I studied Hebrew and Greek ancient texts but more important was the Great Pyramid for in it is my date of birth, my family, Michelle, her family and so on.

I added that the solar system is moving northward at 43,200 mph (69,520 kmph). The number 6952 is a clue as in the Hebrew concordance it is key-lil-law meaning an assemblage of people.

Kyle was taken back somewhat, when I remarked that the solar system will cross the center line, the equator of the Milky Way Galaxy on December 21st 2012 and no one, no astronomer, no government is talking about it, this the most phenomenal occasion in hearts history?

I said that I had been to the Yucatan where the Mayan were supposed to have worked out the date and the orbit of the moon to within 33 seconds n 500,000,000 years, in-between tearing hearts out dripping with blood to jot down some remarkable astronomic calculations.

This was also recorded 1000 years earlier by the Olmec people.

The locals however told me that the information cam from 7 feet tall angelic beings blond haired, red beard, blue eyes. Yet the Mayan are 5 feet tall, black hair even at 90, dark skin, black eyes and no beards, that could not comprehend 7 feet tall blond full bearded
blue eyed men arriving from the east out of the sky.

Kyle asked me if I did miracles, like bread buns dropping out the sky. I said yes, many, most are curing illness, like speaking to a person for two hours, convincing them I was Jesus and that they to Are divine, the female soul of the Mother Ammah and a marriage between Jesus the Lord Yahweh the Christ today is what it is all about, believe in me and they can heal themselves.

I added that DCA is an acid Dichloroacetic, which kills all cancer, plus they should drink colloidal silver and magnesium. The PH level should be very high (use Bicarbonate of Soda and saturate into water and drink it.)

The true miracle was not in me telling Kyle and Jackie how I did miracles, the miracle was the fact I was on the radio, as they had phoned me, for had I phoned in I would have been stopped by the ASIO connection that monitors all calls and they determine if anyone can get on the radio.
The Fox network sends each of the affiliates a story and over the next two days Brisbane, Newcastle, Perth, Adelaide would interview me.

Suddenly to the horror of ASIO hundreds of thousand of Australians were listening. Suddenly Paradise is promised to begin in Australia by a man who says he can prove he is Christ? All they need do is search Youtube Brian Leonard Golightly Marshall or MICHELLENYE to locate 144 videos that are the ultimate proof that I am the Lord.

It came as a shock to many, moreover Kyle had asked me what I thought of the Pope, in Sydney at that moment, to which I replied was of the Devil.

The wonder of the Christian deception is the Catholic Church caused their scholars to select the books of the bible, canonizing the New Testament which included the epistles of Paul the Murderer employed by ^^^the enemies of Jesus to murder the true believers witness to His resurrection. 'The Way’ as they were known. The book of revelation was eventually included and only because it was written in a cryptic style they could not follow.

It was good enough, they were confident they could control their priests, and as for the masses, burning at the stake was the penalty of being in possession of scripture.

Then came the break away Protestant, the Martin Luther translation and finally the King James 1611. Had truth finally surfaced, no what
man does not comprehend is the spirit of Lucifer is very real, angels demoted to demons that are as parasites in man, and ignorant man draped in purple robes of the Vatican or any denomination, are themselves devoured but honestly believe in Jesus yet it is the wrong story, knowing nothing of the real Jesus.

The world rolls on and out of the book of Revelation the only way to understand it is via the Greek translated into English which were the original work of the Hellenist Jews in Alexandria, but whoever caused it the code is in the words arranged in alphabetical order. The Dictionary must be arranged alphabetically and so in the New Testament like the Old, a dictionary was compiled and is found in most English speaking libraries world wide.

The following is the beast verse note the modern Concordance has placed the word number after the words.


You will not notice that this version of the concordance has removed the numbers after Six hundred threescore six.

Herein lays the key of the whole bible.

In Greek they did not have numbers like modern English they used gematria the use of the alphabet as a number. In English when we translate from Greek it is 5516 = 6. 5516 = hundred, 5516 = threescore, and 5516 = six. What is it actually saying? 5516 5516 5516 5516 all the number six. Why? There are 6,666 verses in the King James 1611 bible with the word LORD. Who is the Lord, Jesus. Old and New Testament Jesus is Yahweh and also Christ and also he is the Father, the Lord.

The number 666 is ancient, first noted by Pythagoras who was a Greek intellectual, he was studying the Great Pyramid when the Babylonian Army invaded and transported him to Babylon. In Babylon he soon became a member of the priesthood dedicated to the study of mathematics and the stars, they were ancient worlds leading astrologers aware that the stars are all about predicting that in the constellation of Leo, which is Judah, the King of the world, the Lord himself would be born as God in the flesh.
Modern man makes the mistake of reading the stars as if they apply to every day events to direct a person in his or her life; it does not, it's all to do with The Lord.

It predicted when Jesus would be born, when he would die, how he would die and what stars would herald the second event, when he would be reborn to the earth, marry, have children and finally 2012 when the solar system would cross the Milky Way Equator. So these wonders were written into the Great Pyramid as it was built by the descendants of Noah.

The beast 666 number is not evil, it is the meaning of the power of the Sun, and the Babylonian used the number 666 as the sun. Pythagoras in Greek gematria is 864 and that is the width of the sun in miles, 864,000. Did he or they know that the British mile would reveal his name in the sun? No, this is the divine part where angels manipulate people to name him that number.

So when scholars take a stab at who John was writing about, he was referring to the power of the world that dominates at any given time via the Roman Empire, the Catholic Church, the British Empire or any power that consumes the world.

Let us look at what it is saying in detail. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number [is] Six hundred threescore [and] six.

Number of a man the beast in this case the pope as the ultimate power who is by inheritance from the dictates of previous Pope's decree, they were God. Jesus is God and God is a man the Christ, therefore it points to the most powerful religion that could expose the Money powers in London the Rothschild dynasty, but says nothing.

It also identifies who Jesus must be today.

5516 + 5516 + 5516 + 5516 = 22064

Add 22064 days to January 11th 1944 and we have June 8th 2004 and on that date the Morning Star was given him.

Rev 2:28 And 2532 I will give 1325 him 846 the morning 4407 star 792.
Rev 22:16 I 1473 Jesus 2424 have sent 3992 mine 3450 angel 3140 to testify 3140 unto you 5213 these things 5023 in 1909 the churches 1577. I 1473 am 1510 the root 4491 and 2532 the offspring 1085 of David 1138, [and] the bright 2986 and 2532 morning 3720 star 792.

792 is the earth diameter 7920 miles.
But the god of the church is Lucifer.

**Isa 14:12** How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! [how] art thou cut down to the ground, which didst weaken the nations!

The word Lucifer has suffered many changes in the dictionary; today we must search the original meaning as modern scholars now say it is Venus, the Morning Star.

Lucifer = "light-bearer" 1) shining one, morning star, Lucifer a) of the king of Babylon and Satan (fig.) 2) (TWOT) 'Helel' describing the king of Babylon

The term also occurs in the plural (luciferum) in Job 38:32 to refer to an astral constellation. Other forms of the word are used in similar ways to refer to light or the stars. And this reflects the Greek (Septuagint) translation’s use of heosphoros, "morning star" to translate the Hebrew of Isaiah 14:12.

There is some debate about the exact origin of the original Hebrew word in Isaiah 14:12 (helel). The strongest possibility is that it comes from a verbal root that means "to shine brightly," as well as "to offer praise" (where we get the phrase hallelu yah). In any case, the noun form is the Hebrew term for the morning star, in most cases the planet Venus. Both the second century BC Greek translation in the Septuagint and the fourth century AD Latin translation in the Latin Vulgate understand this to be the meaning of the Hebrew word helel.

So, how did we get from Venus, the morning star, to Lucifer being associated with the devil, especially since that term is used in positive ways even in the New Testament? Well, if we begin with some New Testament passages and incorrectly assume that using the New Testament along with a lot of accumulated tradition is the best way to interpret the Old Testament, then add some of our assumptions; it is not a long trip at all.

In 2 Corinthians 11:14, Paul writes about false apostles:

> And no wonder, for even Satan disguises himself as an angel of light.

And in Luke 10:18-19, at the return of the 70 as they comment on their success, Jesus says:
And he said to them, "I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven. Behold, I have given you authority to tread upon serpents and scorpions and over all the power of the enemy; and nothing shall hurt you."

So, without ever stopping to examine either of those passages to see what was being said in them, and what was meant by the references, we could conclude that the devil/the Satan is somehow associated with light and the sky.

If we then add the passage from Revelation 12 about the devil/satan/red dragon/serpent, the symbols begin to run together, again before we have done any real study on any of these passages separately to see what each of them are saying. In Revelation 12 the red dragon with seven heads appears in the sky, and his tail sweeps down a third of the stars to earth, and is then later cast down to the earth along with his angels. Of course, at this point, a great many assumptions are introduced into the reading even of the Revelation passage, even though this is obviously extremely figurative language; we just assume what it means.

By adding these three passages together without regard to context, and read them as if they were all speaking in the same way about the same thing to make the same point, we can conclude that we have here a jigsaw picture of a long ago historical event described in great detail (but of course we have to put the pieces together from various bits scattered through literature written 800 years apart!).

Then, if we take that assumption about the meaning of all these texts, and the assumption that adding texts together is the way to understand them (a drastic perversion of the "Scripture interprets Scripture" principle!), and bring that back to the Isaiah text, then it is very easy to reach the conclusion that Isaiah is also describing the same event. There are similar metaphors of light, stars, conflict, and being cast down. Earlier translations (KJV) mistakenly took the Hebrew term sheol in verse 15 as "hell" (in Hebrew it is simply the place where the dead go, a metaphor for death, specifically burial; see Sheol, Hell, and the Dead), which is another piece of the puzzle. So of course, since there is no mention of the "devil" or the "Satan" in Isaiah, "Lucifer" must be the name Isaiah uses for him! So, Isaiah is talking about the devil being cast out of heaven!

This is the position that prevailed throughout much of the history of the church until the time of the Reformation and the Enlightenment, when we began asking more direct questions of the biblical text. We also gained more information in new archaeological discoveries of ancient civilizations, including thousands of tablets from Mesopotamia giving us a great deal of information about ancient Mesopotamian and Babylonian religion.
We learned that Babylonian religion was an astral religion, closely related to Canaanite practices, although more focused on the sun, moon, and stars and their motion than on the immediate cycles of nature as it was in Canaan. The Babylonians worshipped as gods the manifestations of celestial bodies. It is from Babylon that we get the signs of the Zodiac representing the constellations. We now know that the two terms used in the Hebrew text of Isaiah, Helel, morning star, and Shahar, dawn, were Babylonian astral deities (which is reflected in most modern translations).

Now, if we look at the text of Isaiah 14 in context, and without the assumptions we brought to it from the New Testament, the meaning of the passage becomes more obvious and goes a radically different direction. The book of Isaiah has spent the first chapters denouncing the sins of Israel and its failure to be God’s people. There have also been expectations that God will work in new ways in the life of the nation to help them recover their mission as God’s people. One of those ways would be through a new king to replace the corrupt Ahaz. Because of his pro-Assyrian policies, the nation was teetering upon the brink of catastrophe as Assyria expanded to the West (see Assyrian Domi-
nance).

Isaiah 13 begins a long section of the book known as "Oracles Against For-
eign Nations." This is a standardized format in the prophets for universalizing responsibility to God. Not only Israel, but all nations, were accountable to God and would fall under the same judgment Israel would. As is typical in other prophetic books (Amos, Jeremiah, Ezekiel) not all of these oracles come from the same time period as Isaiah of Jerusalem, but they do follow a similar pattern and serve the same function in the book.

Isaiah 13 is part of the oracle directed against Babylon, probably from a time after the Exile. In very flowery, poetic, and highly figurative language, Baby-
lon is denounced for her arrogance and lack of concern for other nations as she built her empire. It is interesting that in 13:10, specific mention is made of the failure of the Babylonian gods (constellations, sun, and moon) to help them when God calls then to accountability.

Chapter 14 then begins with the promise of Israel’s return from Babylonian exile, a theme that dominates the middle section of Isaiah (40-55). Part of that return would involve the downfall of the tyrant king of Babylon (v. 4; proba-
bly Nebuchadrezzzer; for the same language used of a later Babylonian ruler, Belshazzar, see Dan 5:20). In that context, verses 12-21 are a poetic picture of that downfall. Helel, morning star, and Shahar, dawn, then, are references to the Babylonian gods who could not save the king, and are themselves to be cast down. In fact, there is probably a reference here to the habit of ancient Near Eastern kings proclaiming themselves incarnations of the gods; with the fall of the kings, the gods also fell, often physically as the images that repre-
sented them were pulled down and destroyed (recall the symbolism of the overthrow of Saddam Hussein's statue in Baghdad).

So, the Isaiah passage does not connect, either historically or theologically, with the New Testament passages about the devil or the Satan. By listening to the Old Testament passage on its own terms within its own context, we discover that Lucifer is not an Old Testament name for the devil or the Satan. The passage in Isaiah 14:12-17 is directed at the downfall of the arrogant Babylonian rulers who took Israel into exile. By beginning with the New Testament, by making assumptions not supported by a closer examination of Scripture itself, and by using external theological categories as a lens through which to read Scripture, we may end up badly misreading Isaiah.

See http://www.cresourcei.org/lucifer.html

So Lucifer in Isaiah is the Babylonian deity.

Job 38:31 Canst thou bind [07194] the sweet influences [04575] of Pleiades [03598], or loose [06605] (8762) the bands [04189] of Orion [03685]?


Job 38:33 Knowest [03045] thou the ordinances [02708] of heaven [08064]? canst thou set [07760] (8799) the dominion [04896] thereof in the earth [0776]?

Mazzaroth high in the sky raing first and associated with being aloof, to hold aloof, to sustain from food or drink, but also sustain from worshipping God, to set apart for sacred purposes. lifting itself up above God the heavenly arch.

Mazzaroth = Lucifer not Venus.

The cook expedition to Tahiti was to observe the transition of Venus across the face of the Sun.

We add the 6666 lord number as 5516 x 4 too January 11th 1944 and we have the Transition of Venus June 8th 2004

The 1769 transit was the ‘reason’ for the Cook expedition? No they were
concerned Jesus was coming back.

The stars reveal his glory is not an understatement

June 8, 04:04 UT - 04:33 UT: Venus visible against the high corona

As Venus approaches the Sun, it blocks the extreme ultraviolet radiation emitted by the faint, quiet corona, observed by TRACE in its 171Å passband (characteristic of 1 million degree gas):

433 Hebrew is God.

On August 12, 1768, His Majesty's Bark Endeavour slipped out of harbor, Lt.
Brian Leonard Golightly Marshall

Youtube
or Internet